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Have you ever heard of wanderlust? It is a strong impulse to wander or to travel
the world. It is a desire so powerful that you find ways to implement it in your daily
life. Some plan out expeditions months in advance on their office computer, while
others take the train and decide to explore an unknown location in the name of
spontaneity. Wanderlust is the drive to investigate the unknown and to absorb as
much stimuli as possible. That is what Unread is all about.
We push our authors to follow their wanderlust and to create content that feels like
an adventure for our readers. We locate creative, driven people around the world
and interview them to share their projects and knowledge for you to enjoy! Not all
of us have the opportunity to physically explore the entire world, but we all have
the power to bring others on an adventure through words. What a trip have we
prepared for you this month!
This 12th issue of Unread dives into the world of art with poet Ariel Kurtz, digital
artist Huda Z, illustrator Melanie Chadwick, writer and photographer Remal Arif and
mountaineer and photographer Rizza Alee.
The adventure continues as this issue delves into the world of books with author
Jennifer Moorman and travellers Marina and Diana of @bookyourtravel. We have
also spoken to two amazing publishing companies who give us invaluable insight on
the publishing process: November Media Publishing and Reedsy!
It doesn’t end there. We also had the opportunity to speak with Deepak Ramola, the
founder of The Wise Wall Project and Project FUEL, an organization dedicated to
passing on human wisdom through amazing art and various projects.
As you have deduced yourself, you have quite experience ahead of you in this 12th
issue of Unread. Enjoy!

Sarah Ghani
Editor

To get involved or any other enquiries
visit our website or drop us an email:
unreadmag.com
unreadmagazine@gmail.com
@unreadmag
@unreadmag
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Reedsy
BY LUBNA

reedsy.com
@reedsy_hq

Reedsy was founded in 2014 by Emmanuel Nataf, Ricardo Fayet, and
Matt Cobb. They noticed at the time that two things were occurring
at the same time: one, self-publishing was rising rapidly and two,
professionals in the publishing industry were starting to quit their day
jobs to freelance. They realized that there was an opportunity to bring
these two groups of people together. So, Reedsy was born.

The idea behind Reedsy is to allow authors everywhere to connect with some of the best
publishing professionals out there — whether that’s developmental editors, proofreaders,
cover designers, book marketers, book publicists, or website designers. We take this goal
really seriously.
We want to make sure that the professionals on our marketplace are the cream of
the crop, so we only accept around 3% of applicants. To give you an idea of the quality
we strive for, we can connect you with an editor who worked with George R.R. Martin,
Divergent’s cover designer, Nick Hornby’s website designer — just to name a couple of the
great professionals that you’d find on our marketplace.
The company itself is completely remote! We work everywhere, where there’s WiFi. Some
of us are based in the United States — most of us are in Europe these days though.
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What tools can Reedsy provide and how can they help writers?
The neat thing about our services is that we can provide assistance at any stage of your
author journey. I’ll give a couple of examples:
If an author is struggling with the story arc, character development, etc. - any of
the growing pains that a good story must go through - they can turn to one of our
professional developmental editors for advice.
Let’s say that another author is pleased with their manuscript and they’ve decided
to self-publish it. One of our biggest pieces of advice for self-publishers is to get
a professionally designed book cover. It immediately separates the professional
authors from the amateurs. So, we’ve got a bunch of really top-notch professional
book cover designers who have worked for all of the Big 5 publishers.
Then there’s the marketing bit of self-publishing that’s so often ignored! If you’re selfpublishing, you’re basically your own publisher, so this responsibility is entirely up
to you. You can use our professional marketers and publicists to assist you in your
marketing efforts to actually sell your book.
That’s just a couple of the services that we offer authors in the middle of publishing.
There are also proofreaders, copy editors, ghostwriters, and website designers on our
marketplace who can help both self-published authors and authors who are looking to
traditionally publish.
We get many authors who are gunning for traditional publication. They generally extract
the most benefit out of our editors — for instance, they’re very interested in our editors’
query letter services or they’ll ask for a thorough developmental edit before they start
querying agents.
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What would a writer need to do in order to benefit from the tools you are offering?
All you need is a working Internet to make full use of Reedsy. Just sign up for an account
on our marketplace. Once you’ve got an account, you can browse through all 1,033 (and
counting!) publishing professionals on there.
Our filters make it simple for you to pinpoint the exact professional you want — for
instance, if you need a proofreader who’s worked specifically on nonfiction cookbooks,
you can find that. We recently released a new smart search bar that will make it even
easier for people to narrow down their options.
The most time that they’ll probably spend is on the research phase. Which professional
is the best fit for them? Are they impressed by the professional’s previous body of work?
That’s important for a good working relationship afterward.
In your opinion, which route works best — self publishing or the traditional route?
It really depends on the author’s needs.
Traditionally published books still retain a bit of that air of prestige. That, and a
publisher can take care of everything from the book cover design to the marketing.
However, it can take years before you get to see your book in print. And there are many
other players involved in the sales, so you might not be extracting all of the financial
benefits out of the deal with the publisher.
Self-publishing is becoming so popular simply because it’s fast and not that
complicated, relatively-speaking. Instead of waiting years, you can get your book out
there on your schedule. The exciting thing is that also you’re your own publisher, so
you’re the boss: you get to pull all the shots and make all the decisions. But you’ll need
to be willing to expend some resources of your own (and cash out of your own wallet)
to produce a really beautiful book that belongs on the shelves next to the traditionally
published books.
So, it depends on a bunch of other variables. At the end of the day, authors should
be asking themselves: are they anxious to publish their book soon or are they okay
with waiting? Are they capable of financing a self-published book? How much does the
“prestige” of publishing traditionally matter to them?
Tell us more about Reedsy Book Editor?
Sure! We’re very proud of the Reedsy Book Editor. In a nutshell, it’s a free formatting
software that makes it easier for writers to publish their books as either eBooks or
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PDFs. We’re writers ourselves and we noticed the dearth of great formatting tools in the
market that are affordable. Scrivener, for instance, is a great software for the writing
process — but it wasn’t built to beautifully typeset a book. Adobe InDesign is much too
expensive for the average author and it’s near impossible to figure out the interface in a
day.
So, we built the Reedsy Book Editor, which can typeset text from word processors,
create the front and back matter of a book, convert the book easily into a relevant
format — and a bunch of other really neat features. And it’s web-based, so writers can
use it wherever there’s Internet.

“ Our services are useful
in getting a writer on the
road to publication”
Just say a writer has just finished creating their masterpiece, what would their
next step be? And how can Reedsy help them move to that next step?
First off — congrats to them for finishing their masterpiece! Their next step is probably
to turn it into an edited masterpiece now. Lay it aside for some time (a few days, a few
weeks, a few months — whatever amount of time it takes in order for them to return to
it with new eyes) and then pick it back up and go through it as an editor would. They’ll be
surprised at the number of things that they start seeing differently.
And if they’re interested in the opinion and advice of a professional developmental
editor, they can always turn to Reedsy. Every editor’s process is different and
individualized, but they all are equally intent on producing what the author wants, too: a
beautiful book.
Our services are useful in getting a writer on the road to publication. For instance, we
offer professional query letter reviews for authors who are submitting their works to
agents and want to perfect this very important document. And our team is always ready
to help any writer who’s looking for specific advice!
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November Media Publishing
BY LUBNA

November Media Publishing and Consulting Firm is a Chicago based
publishing company, that work with authors Nationwide. Founded in May
2016, by Tiheasha Beasley, Founder, Author, and Publishing Consultant,
November Media Publishing & Consulting Firm is a boutique, independent
publishing company that provides one-on-one coaching, consulting, and
publishing services for aspiring writers and first-time authors.

novembermediapublishing.com

@novembermedia

Tell us more about what November Media Publishing offers!
At November Media Publishing, we help aspiring and first-time authors to publish
their unique story and message through industry standard books. Although we are a
boutique publishing company, we offer our authors a traditional publishing experience,
such as; marketing and promotion, post-publishing support and education, and
networking opportunities with our partners and readers.
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What makes you different from other publishers?
We partner with several industry professionals to provide a full publishing and
marketing experience for our authors. From the beginning of the process, authors are
assigned a publishing consultant to help them navigate through the process from start
to finish. Our book production is done through our publishing partner, Thomson-Shore
who provides over 40+ years in the publishing industry. We also partner with amazing
marketing and branding specialists to offer our authors custom marketing plans for the
launch of their book.
So, I would say that we are more than just a publishing firm, our goal is to produce
amazing Authorpreneurs, who will have all the tools they need to succeed after
publication.
What would a writer need to do in order to benefit from the support you are
offering?
The best way to get started is to schedule a 100% free publishing consultation with us.
From there, we will request the manuscript, and offer a custom publishing plan for the
author.

Schedule Here
Just say a writer has just finished creating their masterpiece, what would their
next step be? And how can November Media Publishing help them move to that
next step?
We removed the application process to offer a more customize plan for our authors. To
begin with, authors should first schedule a publishing consultation. From there they will
speak with a publishing consultant about a publishing solution best for them and their
book project, and then they will submit a manuscript for review. Next, we will either
send the author a publishing offer, or rejection letter. Once a publishing contract has
been signed we will walk the author through the publishing process step by step.
Like almost everything else, books have also been morphed into digital forms
(eBooks) - do you think there is any point in writers focusing their efforts on
pushing out physical forms of their work?
I think that authors should evaluate their niche, category, and audience before making
that decision to publish exclusively through ebooks.
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Where does November Media Publishing aim to be in the next 5 years?
We plan to start the process of raising capital for our company so that we can expand
some of our amazing services that we currently have in place. Also, our ultimate goal is
to open an independent book store and we plan to do so within the next 3-5 years.
Tell us a little bit about the authors you have worked with so far, what do you look
for in their work?
We review every book that is submitted to determine if it is a good fit for November
Media. We look for books that inspire, encourage, or empowers our readers. We do not
accept books that include negative or vulgar language.
Name us a title published by November Media Publishing that our readers need to
check out!
Check out our spring releases; Love Messages From God, Wrongfully Convicted: Walking in
Truth and Freedom, and Success Souvenirs!
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DEEPAK RAMOLA

The Wise Wall Project
BY LUBNA

The Wise Wall Project is an initiative by Project FUEL founded
by Deepak Ramola in 2009, which is an organisation that
documents, and passes on human wisdom through art. They
are based in Dehradun, India and have art across New Delhi,
Mumbai and volunteers in Sweden and South Africa.
wisewallproject.com

@projectfuel
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Interviewer: How was the Wise Wall Project founded?
Deepak: In 2015, I was on a road trip with 16 artists across North East of India, and
I realised that I would really love to document rural wisdom from long-forgotten or
historically significant communities - so that is exactly what I set out to do.
The primary goal of the Wise Wall Project is to celebrate rural wisdom and bring visibility
to the knowledge that a common layman has in the beautiful remote areas of India.
We use art as a medium for expression because we realise that some people in villages
may not all be literate or might not have had the opportunity to go to school. Art,
therefore, is a beautiful medium to use to communicate those individuals’ stories to
each other and those on the outside. That is how the Wise Wall Project came into being,
an effort to document rural wisdom and showcase it through murals across the walls
of the village. This was a dream of mine that saw the light of the day in 2016, when we
decided to paint an abandoned ghost village called Saur in Uttarakhand, India.
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Interviewer: What is different about the Wise Wall Project?
Deepak: The most significant thing about the Wise Wall Project is that it is made up of
many amazing aspects. First is communicating and earning the trust of the community
in a way that they can open up and share stories of both the struggle and success of
building a life in the mountains, hills or even in just rural landscape.
The second amazing thing about the Wise Wall Project is that it just does not limit itself
to rural community. The volunteers who paint the villages are different ages and from
a plethora of backgrounds. Working on villages gives these individuals a chance to
intermingle and collaborate with the villagers, which doesn’t happen on a regular basis.
Most people from city visit villages as a tourist destination and don’t always engage on
a deeper level with the villagers, except for asking directions if they are passing through
the area.
The Wise Wall Project provides people the opportunity to appreciate, enquire and
celebrate each other’s lives in different spheres and arenas. The third key aspect of the
Wise Wall Project is that it does not end with the art. That is merely the first phase of it.
After village painting is completed and the life lessons have been etched on the walls,
there are many other programs and initiatives.
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In Saur we found that children needed and wanted education in English and Computers.
Therefore, we started something called The Saur Fellowship where two volunteers lived
in Saur for six months, taught English and Computers every single day to the kids in
the village. Along with that, we started something called The Ghost Village Festival which
allowed the villagers to proudly present their cultural background. It was a village
experience festival that allowed city dwellers to intermingle and engage with villagers on
a more communicative level.
Interviewer: What is Project FUEL’s mission?
Deepak: Our mission is to make each life count by documenting life lessons of
communities, of individuals across the world and then turn it into performance activities.
This ensures that you don’t just hear someone’s lesson in words but experience it
tangibly and apply it practically in your own life. The organisation seeks to build a
community of young adults who live, learn and share in order to make meaningful
psycho-social and emotional contribution to their lives, and the society at large.
Interviewer: Tell us about your projects so far!
Deepak: We hope that the visibility from the artwork through the Wise Wall Project,
from news articles, films and the social media campaigns about these villages is able
to bring enough light to the challenges that these villagers face and hopefully attract
governmental and non-governmental support.
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For example, in the village Khati there are no roads, electricity, phone network or
internet. If we are able to drive enough attention, we might be able to start the
conversation about health and educational reforms that can bring more infrastructural
and employment opportunities to the people living in such difficult geographical
locations.
Interviewer: What else should we be looking out for?
Deepak: We are now moving forward and looking to collaborate with Uttarakhand
artisans and are planning projects with educators across the country. We are also
planning the second edition of the Ghost Village Festival in Saur, which will aim to bring
people from all walks of life together again to have an authentic Garhwali village
experience. We haven’t yet finalised our location for the next Wise Wall Project, but have
a couple of invitations from Maharashtra, Rajasthan and even internationally. So, we are
just evaluating what would be the best time to make the project happen and what would
be the next best location.
Interviewer: Where do you aim to be in the next five years?
Deepak: In the next five years, we hope that our efforts through the Wise Wall Project
and Project FUEL are able to help people see a reflection of themselves in the stories
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of other people around the world – whether they look the same way or not, whether
they speak the same language or not, whether they eat the same food or not. We hope
to bring people closer empathetically and to help each other achieve their maximum
potential and if not that, then at least take a moment to be able to look at the world
from a different perspective.
Interviewer: How can one support you or even get involved?
Deepak: There are many ways one can support Project FUEL and Wise Wall Project. The
first is documenting wisdom and uniqueness of communities around you so that we
can take that wisdom with us through our educational modules, through our programs,
through our films and share that with as many people as possible. You can also join us
on social media platforms to stay updated on the various projects we do and help us
paint villages and document stories.
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Together we have the power to revolutionise the world. And somewhere
along the Wise Wall Project journey, we have been able to recognise what that
collective power can do. It can shepherd two very different looking communities
and bring them close together - so close that you would be able to feel the
generosity of people who don’t have much but are willing to share it with others.
When you reach out, you receive and therefore it is very important to reach
out to people who are outside your comfort zone or regional boundaries. Most
importantly, it is essential to look at everyone from the perspective of dignity
and love because everyone knows something that you don’t or you will never
know in this life, because you cannot experience every single thing. Experiencing
other peoples’ experiences will help broaden your horizon, enrich your
vocabulary and will certainly elevate your consciousness.

- Deepak Ramola

Founder and Artistic Director of Project FUEL
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AUTHOR

Jennifer Moorman
BY LUBNA

@jennifer7478
While growing up in southern Georgia, where honeysuckle grows wild and
the whippoorwills sing, Jennifer became a writer in elementary school. She
crafted epic tales of adventure, love and magic and wrote stories in Mead
notebooks, on printer paper, on napkins and on the soles of her shoes.
She considers herself a traveller, an amateur baker, and a dreamer. She
can always be won over with chocolate, unicorns or rainbows and believes
in love - everlasting and forever.
Jennifer has published four enchanting novels based in Mystic Water, The
Baker’s Man, Little Blackbird, Honeysuckle Hollow, The Legend of James Grey,
and Wednesday’s Child a
 ll are available in print and as ebooks. Full Moon
June and Average April are short stories available as ebooks.
Jennifer also co-created and wrote a young adult fantasy with co-creator
and illustrator Julianne St. Clair, the illustrated, exciting, adventure
story, The Wickenstaffs’ Journey.

Website: jennifermoorman.com
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Books: jennifermoorman.com/books

Had you always wanted to be an author?
I have always loved writing, ever since I was a little girl, but I did not
know that I wanted to be a writer. Writing was a part of who I was,
so I didn’t realize I was any different from anyone else.It wasn’t until
after college when I understood that I was a writer and I wanted to
pursue publishing novels.
Where do you get your inspiration from when writing?
I find inspiration everywhere, from the world around me, my own
experiences, the people I’ve met, music, other novels, anywhere! I
love being around other creative people as well. I find them inspiring
just because they have such creativity and passion for life.
How many books have you published so far?
I have eight published books so far! Because each story is unique
with its own characters and plot, I find that I love writing them all, and
I do not have a favourite. To me that is a bit like choosing a favourite
child! They are all special to me in their own ways.
What are you working on at the moment?
I am working on my next novel. It takes place in the same whimsical,
southern town as many of my other novels. This story focuses on
love that is separated by circumstances out of the characters’ control,
and how, after 30 years, that love is reunited and we will see how the
love has changed and grown through the time apart.
What challenges do you face when writing? And how do you
tackle them?
My biggest challenge is making space in my head for creativity. It’s
very easy to fall victim to stress and everyday busyness that dampens
the creative spirit. So, I work hard to make time to breathe, allow my
mind and heart to relax, and stay creative and actively writing.
When you aren’t writing, what are you doing?
I work full time as an editor for a major publishing house. When I’m
not working or writing, you can likely find me in the kitchen baking
and cooking or outside enjoying the sunshine with my family.
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How do you manage your time between writing and other
responsibilities?
I make writing a priority and a non-negotiable part of my life. When
anything is non-negotiable, you make it happen (your job, paying
bills, etc.). So, if writing is important, it needs to be added to that list
or else it will never get done. There is always something else that is
waiting to take its place if you let it.

Your favourite author?
J. K. Rowling is brilliant.
Your favourite book?
The Secret Garden and A Wrinkle in Time are childhood
favourites that I still love.
Why is writing special to you?
It is a part of who I am, so it is me. It’s a part of me that
makes me special.
Lastly, what is your favourite quote?!
I have lots of quotes I love, but this one is lovely: 

“Keep some room
in your heart for
the unimaginable.”
- Mary Oliver

WRITER AND PHOTOGRAPHER

Remal Arif
BY LUBNA

Life, in my opinion is a story. My motto is: write well; capture often.
I try to capture that which is often neglected by people. I strive to
capture everything in a different and unique style. From an early
age I started writing poetry and songs. As I grew older, I stepped
into the field of writing and photography.

@remalthoughts
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Amongst my many inspirations, my mother is the prominent one. She has
all the fascinating colours in her character which are reflected to me in the
form of art and beauty and those colours, for me, have made the world a
better place. Though my parents have always supported me in my ordeals, I
always wanted to do something different which no one has ever dared to do.
My parents wanted me to serve my country at an early age, but due to lack
of confidence and awareness, I was probably unable to do just that. But in
the back of my mind, there was always this voice urging me to do that which
is the best, to speak up and to live and to try to contribute to this world to
the fullest. Then one day I promised myself to take at least a step forward
towards my goal, so I made an instagram public account and posted my
work and within a few hours I got more than 250 likes on my post which was
appreciated by everyone, it seems.

I would like to give a message to the readers that

“Be like Arfa Karim, do what you want at an early
stage so that as you grow older, the graph of
knowledge and awareness may increase.
And never give up on your goals.”
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In my opinion, art is not a subject but an expressive language through which
we can voice out our thoughts to others. An artist can turn a blurred image
into a captivating piece through the skills he has been granted with. For me,
it is not necessary to involve oneself in something that one doesn’t like, one
should choose that which suits him/her the best. What is necessary though
is to do that which is right! I hope to do just that, and I hope that my work will
inspire you all to follow your dreams, to be with the righteous and to be the
ultimate best.
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Rizza Alee
BY LUBNA

Rizza Alee is a 19-year-old photographer and mountaineer from Srinagar
Kashmir, India. He’s a non-medical student pursuing higher secondary studies
and you can follow his journey on Instagram:

@iamrizzaalee

What inspired you to create travel Instagram?
I have always been passionate about mountaineering – I travel, but the tracks go uphill
and when one is born in a place surrounded by mountains and Alpine lakes, it is hard
to douse the urge to explore. I’ve exploited my resources, my passion and my resilience
in order to come this far and I’ll willingly do it again. In my youngers years, I was swept
away by Chris Burkard, mainly because he was self-taught!
What are the top three destinations?
I have climbed the famous Alpine and mountaineering tracks of Kashmir. The first time, I
was wonderstruck by the height, the calmness and peacefulness in the air. I felt closer to
my dream, closer to a reality that everything is possible. The feeling of succeeding in life,
no matter what the obstacle or height – in that moment I believed I could conquer the
world.
My top three are:

Kheermarg Meadow, which is 3650m asl.
Mahadev Peak, which is 3979m asl.
Kurag Meadow, which is 3700m asl.
27

What draws you to
mountaineering?
I write to give myself an outlet. I’m
the sort of person who always has to
be doing something, no matter how
small. So, I write to express myself
and also to mark my teenage years
as well. That’s really important to me.
What advice would you give to
your followers?
I’d advise you to find a goal to
chase that is bred from your selfassessment. Put it this way, when
you’re 60, let there be no regrets!
What does the future hold?
I’ll be climbing as much as I can,
scaling peaks until I’m led closer and
closer to my ulterior dream – the goal
is to find someone who will sponsor
me, so I can take on the highest
mountain in the world i.e. Mount
Everest.
When you’re not traveling, what
are you doing?
I use my off-mountain time to
explore the inborn cultivation of
mankind, so I can, through my lens
narrate a story unlike anything seen
or heard.
What is your next destination?
As of now, I’ll be scaling a few
more peaks in Kashmir and
soon, I’ll be doing basic/advanced
mountaineering courses, so I could
be recognised as a professional.
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BOOKSTAGRAM

@Book.Your.Travel
BY LUBNA

@bookyourtravel

We are 2 girls inspired by books and traveling, it’s written in our
Instagram bio, but it’s really the simplest way to describe who we are.

Marina
I am originally from
Russia and have lived
in Prague for the last 7
years. Since childhood,
I have loved reading
and I’ve read a lot of
books since then, from
romantic French novels
to the adventures in
India. Traveling is my
second passion, it’s
addictive – it feels right.
Favourite books: I can’t
pick! I can only pick
specific genres!
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Diana
Born in Moldova, lived in
Czech Republic for the
12 years and now based
in Prague – I travel
with friends, family (and
sometimes myself) and
of course I like to read.
My favourite books
are detectives-classic,
modern and fantasy!
Favourite books: Conan
Doyle, Sherlock Holmes,
Animal Farm by George
Orwell and Mikhail
Lermontov and A hero
of our time.

Tell us more about what you are doing?
There were two passions in our lives, which were not initially clear, but after some
searching, we saw the simple connection between books and traveling. Our blog is real
literature traveling or traveling through books.
We want to show people the places where we have acted out stories. We want to share
places and inspire readers to branch out and discover new authors. When we inspire
someone to read a new book or visit a place, related to a specific book, it’s an amazing
feeling.
When you read a good book, the author describes the scene and the characters,
allowing you to imagine everything. It’s really interesting to see places mirroring those
scenes with your own eyes or see the places where the author lived or wrote the
particular book. It can help readers better understand a writer and his book.
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But, not everyone has the opportunity to travel! At times, we may be entirely unaware
of the writing wonders under our nose. We may even be walking through a street every
day and not know that a famous writer once lived there.
So far, we have travelled around Europe, which has a long and plentiful literature
history! It’s exciting because this is only the beginning of our journey – we have big
things planned!

Which destination was your favourite?
We really love Czech Republic, but our last trip to Paris was really amazing, especially
the history! When you visit Tuileries Garden you easily imagine how kings would walk
around, or how famous artists created their masterpiece. It really is a magical city!
Why books?
It’s not an easy question to answer. I think literature is a very powerful art – it’s like, you
don’t choose books, but books find you. Every book is exciting and you won’t be the
same once you close it!
Kindle or physical book?
Marina: For me just physical books, I really like booksstores where I can spend hours
and head home without a purchase, but still feel refreshed! I like to open books,
discover new authors and the smell of new books!

Diana: I like to read physical books, but sometimes I might not be able to find a specific
book in Czech Republic and because I only read books in Russian, I end up reading most
of my books on my tablet.
What inspires you?
Marina: It can be the simplest of things: sunshine, tickets to some new place or even
great Instagram profiles.
Diana: New places. For example, I fell in love with Amsterdam and Lisbon! So, I read a
lot of books written about Netherlands and Portugal. Meeting new people also inspires
me – I like to ask what they’re reading, what they like to read – I just find it fascinating!
Favourite book quotes!
Marina: I liked the big excerpt from ‘Night Train to Lisbon’ by Pascal Mercier, which
starts with: “I would not like to live in a world without cathedrals...” – have a read… it
was a very inspired speech!
Diana: “I’ll think of it tomorrow. After all, tomorrow is another day” – Margaret
Mitchell, ‘Gone with the Wind’.
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Melanie’s Drawing Porthleven project

/melaniechadwick

Creative Conversations

Melanie Chadwick is a professional freelance illustrator
and sketchbook artist who also records her illustrator life
through vlogs and her sketchbook journalling. She also
enjoys chatting to other creatives and has filmed a mini
series called creative conversations where she chats with
her guests about struggles, successes and things they’ve
learnt through running a creative business.
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Had you always wanted to be an artist?
As far back as I can remember I’ve always enjoyed drawing, being crafty and getting
creative. Although both my parents are neither artists or working in a creative field I’ve
always had a fascination with the arts in general.
Where do you get your inspiration from when sketching/drawing?
I get it from the subjects themselves. I really enjoy observing and exploring places and
find that the best way to do that is to draw what I see. I tend to find that once I start
drawing something I begin to connect on a more meaningful level. I notice all the hidden
quirks and characteristics that you don’t usually see on first glance.
Give us a little insight into ‘Drawing Porthleven’ - What is it about? What inspired
this project?
We moved to Porthleven for the winter last year and I immediately felt the urge to draw
the buildings that I saw on my morning walks. This became part of my daily routine,
weather permitting, and over a few months I had managed to fill over 2 moleskines
with more than 50 drawings. Originally I had planned to present them as an artist
sketchbook but I am now going to be having them printed as a Postcard Book instead.
Each Postcard book will have 15 different hand sketched views of Porthleven with a
bit of history of the place and notes on the back and people will be able to either send
them, frame them or just keep them as a book. They will be available to buy online in my
shop at the end of July.
Are you working on your next artist book(s)?
Yes, I am currently sketching Mullion Village and have ideas for printing more Postcard
books featuring different parts of Cornwall.
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Where do you see yourself in five years?
Definitely still creating and being creative whatever shape that takes - and still exploring
and drawing. I would love to have also published some more artist sketchbooks too and
interviewed some fascinating people.
What challenges do you face when creating for your art or VLOG “Creative
Conversations”? And how do you tackle them?
Having the headspace to think about what it is I am trying to achieve. Sometimes I can
get very distracted with admin, emails and responding to social media which doesn’t

help with making space for new ideas and direction. I tackle this by taking time away
from my computer and use a good old fashioned notepad and pen to write my plans
and ideas- that way I am less distracted and if I set myself a timer will get a lot more
planned in a short period of time. The same goes for completing a project, sometimes I
just have to set myself a deadline, crack on and push through.
When you aren’t drawing, what are you doing?
Playing guitar, walking, exploring, drinking earl grey tea (black), spending time with my
husband, and leading a very small church.
How do you manage your time between creating, your VLOG and other
responsibilities?
Sometimes it goes well and I am able to balance all these things but sometimes there
will be projects or responsibilities that demand more of my time and I have to let one or
other things go. I can find the process of letting go quite stressful as I feel like I’m failing
but eventually I do as I know holding on causes more harm to me and others around me
than good.

“ Drawing is such visceral activity and
involves all your senses particularly
if you are drawing outside.”
Why is drawing special to you?
Drawing is such visceral activity and involves all your senses particularly if you are
drawing outside. It’s almost like a meditative practice as it allows your mind to be
entirely focussed on the subject in front of you and all your worries are pushed to the
side. When you are drawing you don’t realise how much of your environment embeds
itself into the pages, something you only realise when you look back and can remember
the smells, temperature and weather just by looking at a sketch. Plus drawing makes
everything interesting, even a pile of clothes or a messy room, try drawing it and you will
suddenly find it so much more interesting.

Lastly, what is your favourite quote or painting?
I recently heard this quote by Al Hirshfield and used it in my last sketchbook workshop
‘Everyone is creative. Everyone is talented. I just don’t think everyone is disciplined’. I find
this to be particularly true for an artist or for that matter any one taking on a creative
pursuit, it takes great effort to put something out into the world and sometimes all that
is standing between our success and failure, is the ability to persevere.
Before we wrap up today’s interview, do you have some advice for someone who
wants to build a sketchbook habit?
Firstly, just start. There are so many obstacles that we can put in our way that prevent
us from just starting a sketchbook. Keep your materials simple, choose a pen, pick a
sketchbook (moleskins are good) and begin drawing. It doesn’t have to be fancy or
complicated or when the moment is right. Start by drawing something that is part of
your daily routine, it could be your cup of coffee you have each day, or the items you
use to get yourself ready, or even the clothes and shoes you wear. If you can work the
sketchbook drawing in and around your daily habits it will be a lot easier to keep it up.
Make sure to include the date and place and after a few weeks you’ll firstly, see progress
in your drawings and secondly, you will have hopefully built this practice into your
routine. Now just keep going. You’ve got this!

A B EG I N NER’S GUIDE TO

Digital Art
S O M E T H I N G I WI S H I H A D
W H E N I WA S S T A R T I NG O U T
Huda is a student, self-taught digital artist and writer for
the web originating from Pakistan. She writes on Muslim
women, politics, feminism, art and mental health.
You can connect with her on Instagram
where she displays and talks about her work.
@aitchzee
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Digital art is one of the most prevailing forms of art in the present day. It’s one of the
visual art forms that use digital technology – or soft work – as an integral part of the
process. Though, I’m not going to bore you with the history of digital art like most
webpages do. I’ll just say that it’s interesting, fun and a growing interest of artists and
freelancers. You don’t only enjoy doing it, but also earn a few bucks while you’re at it.
Sound fun? Let’s get started.
But before we move on, let me tell you that this guide is for beginners – actual
beginners – who have never had a hands-on experience in digital art. In this guide, I’ll
take you through some of the many different aspects of creating digital artwork, how
to monetize it, beginner’s mistakes, devices and applications you can use, uploading
art on social media, some important points to consider and finally, a little tutorial of
an illustration that I did using my phone. So if you’re interested, follow along.

Getting Started
Just like anything else, it will take some time to master this form of art. You will be making
and re-making mistakes – a lot of them –correcting them and making them all over again.
But that’s just how you learn. There will be struggles and maybe a lot of negative criticism
but through constant practice, you can make it work.

Devices & Applications
You can make digital art in almost any device. A common misunderstanding among people
who want to start out in digital art is that they will need a huge, touch-screen desktop or
even a graphic tablet to make digital art. Nope. If you have as little as a smartphone and
some memory on your device, you’re good to go. If you’re low on resources and starting out
on digital art now, count yourself lucky, because when I was starting out, I had no access to
desktop software and there were next to no effective mobile applications for this purpose.
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Smartphones
Let’s get started with smartphones. Smartphones may or may not come with styli (a physical
drawing tool). Here, first and foremost, you will have to consider buying a stylus if your
smartphone doesn’t come with one and if you’re not comfortable using your fingers for
drawing. If you can draw with your fingers, it’s good too. I had no stylus either.
I’ve experienced and worked with a lot of mobile applications for drawing, but my favorites
so far are Adobe Illustrator Draw and Medibang Paint. Here’s a review of a few of these
applications so that you may install what works best for you.

ADOBE ILLUSTRATO R D R AW

Click the
links!

Now that you are in the digital art scene, you will hear “Adobe” a lot. Adobe has by
far the best digital drawing software for desktops and fairly good mobile applications
too. As for Adobe Illustrator Draw – Draw for short – it gives the artist the freedom to
use multiple drawing layers and has canvases of different sizes including print sizes
such as A4 and A3. It has an easy interface as well as compared to other applications
which would confuse a beginner with its vast array of options and menus. However,
it has a limited amount of brushes to choose from, only five to be exact and does not
let you add text to watermark your drawings or to make comics. The primary use of it
is for illustrations and it integrates with Adobe Photoshop (a desktop application) via
Creative Cloud, which you can use to edit your illustrations further, if needed.

PIC SART | PIC SA RT PH O T O E D I T O R
Now this application, I’ll never dare to delete from my phone. It’s a multi-purpose
photo editor which also has a drawing ability. Its editing area will save you the effort
of redrawing an entire illustration because of a few errors. It lets you merge different
photos (or drawings), apply effects, add texts and watermarks and adjust the image
size as well. I use it for post-processing the illustrations I create in Adobe Draw. The
only reason I don’t use its drawing feature is the zoom capability. The illustrating world
needs a lot of zooming and drawing and detailing, so it’s not fair if you can’t zoom
your drawing enough. With that said, it’s better than Adobe Draw if you talk about
brushes. PicsArt gives you a lot of freedom on the brushes and brush settings. It also
gives you the freedom to use multiple layers.
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M EDIB A N G PA IN T
Medibang is slightly better than all the above because it gives a lot of freedom in
choosing canvas sizes and also lets you select DPI (resolution) levels. A beginner at
this point would not know why resolution is that important – well, it will come into
play when you attempt to monetize your work, as discussed later in this guide. It lets
you add text and work with multiple layers! If someone was to make me choose one
drawing smartphone application for the rest of my life, Medibang would probably be it.

Desktop Computers
Two common things about almost all desktop softwares is that they are a 100% harder to
understand than smartphone applications and they are not free, unlike most smartphone
applications. I would recommend taking a crash course on the software you are going to
work with, or at least watch free tutorials on media websites.

ADOBE PH O TO SH O P
Photoshop is an amazing tool widely used to create illustrations and drawings. It has
all the freedom a beginner illustrator would ask for. It lets you save in a lot of different
formats, lets you use unlimited amount of layers among other benefits. Photoshop
specializes in photo editing and post-processing, but it’s a handy tool for illustrators as
well. It can be a little tricky to understand for beginners at first.

ADOBE ILLUSTRATO R
Illustrator, as depicted by its name and opposed to Photoshop, specializes in
illustrations and drawing. It has all the benefits of the mobile applications and has
even more flexibility. It also lets you save scalable vectors that you can resize as per
your need later on. There are other digital drawing softwares as well, for example the
well-known Corel Draw and Medibang Paint for desktop computers, but I haven’t had
much experience with them. So I would recommend going through reviews before
purchasing!
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Professional Tablets
Professional tablets like Wacom Cintiq are great to use at a professional level. For beginners
however, it’s good to start out and get a feel of what works for you and what you enjoy!

Important Points
It’s necessary to keep a few guidelines in mind when you start working with the
digital canvas. I have learnt all this after experiencing a lot of failures and on a trial
and error basis and I am sure you will save yourself a lot of frustration if you heed
these few points.
• Digital Art is just like traditional art in the sense that every artist has a different
style. It takes a lot of patience and constant practice for beginners to find their art
style and improve it.
• There is no “right” or “wrong” way to create art. For example, if you are
into drawing comics and are unable to draw a specific object or a part of your
character, let’s say their nose, like that one famous artist or in a way that it looks
realistic enough, remember – it’s fine. Do not put a lot of pressure on the way your
drawing turns out, especially when you’re a beginner. In the beginning you are
finding your art style – so let it happen.
• Always have a plan. Never enter the drawing application or software without a
plan. You’ll frustrate yourself out of there. If you open a canvas and then try to think
of drawing something, you will probably end up drawing and erasing and drawing
and erasing until your frustration wins over.
• Art is not meant to fit in a pre-defined standard of beauty. Art is meant to
make you feel some type of way. If a single image file has the power to make you
laugh, educate you on a social justice issue, open your eyes to a matter, amuse
you, sadden you or even just catch your eye for a second, it is art.
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Tutorial: Sun’s Sorrows
Below is a step-by-step tutorial of a drawing I call ‘Sun’s Sorrows’ that I’ve made on
Medibang Paint, on my smartphone. No styli were used to draw this.
1. Launch Medibang Paint
application.
2. Tap ‘New Canvas’ and change
the canvas size (both width and
height) from default to 4000
pixels and tap ‘OK’. Make sure
the background color is set to
‘clear’.
3. A black and grey checkered
square working space will be
spread before you, surrounded
by menus and options.
4. Tap the second last option
(layers) on the bottom right.
Tap the ‘+’ sign to add another
layer. You can rename the
layer to ‘foreground’ for your
convenience. In this tutorial, I’ve
left it as ‘Layer2’
5. A ‘pen’ brush in black and a
suitable size will be selected on
default. On Layer2, start drawing
a bunch of wilted flowers, as
illustrated in Figure 2.1. Follow
Figure 2.2 and Figure 2.3 to
complete the bunch. Now use
the fill tool on the top menu
or the same brush to fill it with
black, such that the illustration
looks like a silhouette of a wilted
bunch of flowers.
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6. Now tap the layers menu
again, and then the three
vertically arranged dots
(options) to reveal another
menu containing ‘Layer
Management’. Tap ‘Duplicate’.
Another ‘Layer2’ will appear.
Select it and then go to Layer
Management again, and select
‘Flip Horizontally’. Go to the
working area once again and
move the illustration a little
bit to right so that it looks like
there are two such bunches.
7. Select a suitable shade of
orange from the Color Wheel
above and use a plus sized
‘Pen’ tool to fill up Layer1.

8. Add another layer. Select a deeper orange shade and setting the opacity to 50%, paint in
horizontal strokes using different sizes.
9. When you’re done creating a picture similar to Figure 4.1, continue by adding a brown
colored strip on the lower one-fifth of the working area.
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10. Select a shade of bright yellow from the wheel and setting a small width, paint horizontal
strokes in places on the top four-fifth of the working area. This will give an extra detail to the
background.
11. Now lower the opacity to 4% and paint horizontal strokes on the point the brown and
orange parts meet. Change the color to orange and repeat. Now, select an ‘Airbrush’ from
the brush menu and select pure white color. Change the opacity to 100% and a suitable
brush size.
12. On a new layer, Layer5, paint a circle in a suitable position in the orange part. This will
be the sun. Use new layers Layer6 and Layer7 to paint strokes or clouds on parts of the
sun. At this point, use yellow or orange colors only. On a new layer, Layer8, use a small sized
Airbrush in 20% opacity and outline the parts of the flower silhouette that is facing the sun.
This action will give a special effect to the flowers.

13. The illustration is complete! Now tap the first option on the bottom left and select
‘Export PNG/JPG’. Select your preferred file format to save in. I would recommend using
a JPG as they’re commonly used. Once you choose an option, you will be directed to your
phone’s gallery.

Common Mistakes & Avoiding Them
Making mistakes is a part of learning. But it’s not necessary for you to commit the same
mistakes as your predecessors. For your convenience, keep in mind these few ‘nevers’
and ‘always’s.
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• Never compare your work. Your work is yours and it has a touch in it that’s
unique to yourself. I’ve done it before and believe me, it wasn’t pleasant. Most
of the time I didn’t know that I, as a beginner with two-months experience, was
comparing my work with a professional’s online gallery, who was years deep into
the field.
• Never enter the illustrating application or software when you’re blank.
I had heard this before, but I still committed this mistake and the results weren’t
good. Whenever I did that, the outcome was almost always me leaving it all
frustrated, not feeling like drawing for the next few weeks.
• Never underestimate an art block. Art blocks are very real and the one who
tells you otherwise is wrong. Never push yourself to draw when you’re not feeling
like it. It will be a disaster.
• Always keep saving your work in the process of making it. If there’s one
thing all digital artists hate about digital art softwares and applications, it’s that
they like to crash unexpectedly when the device is low on disk space or for other
reasons. It’s better to take precautions than to look at your desktop background in
awe and anger and frustration of losing all your work in a blink.
• Never pay heed to critics on social media that hate. Nowadays, social media
is a more hate than acceptance. Don’t let it lower your spirit, especially if you are
a beginner. Your art style will develop with practice of 10 to 12 months at least. If
you decide to put it out there within that time, remember not to pay attention to
negative and discouraging comments.
• Always work with multiple layers. Sometimes, you will mess up on a tiny
little part of an illustration that is overlapping another part. If you’re working on a
separate layer, the mess will be easier to handle.
• Always watch or read a tutorials. You can learn about a lot of things like that.
There are many important aspects of illustration like shading, mixing and text
formatting that were not covered in this guide. You can learn something different
from every tutorial that you follow.
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I have spent a majority of my life without a dad.
I grew up in a single mother household which meant:
When kids would say:
“I went to the baseball game with my dad.”
“My dad and I went fishing.”
“What did you and your dad do?”

Ariel Kurtz
Ariel Kurtz is a

They ask so innocently, but they forget:

performer, writer and

Not everyone has a dad. I don’t.

activist. She believes in

They never will know what it is like to watch:
Your mom work so hard to take care of her children
the only source of
income;
love;
support;
that her children know.
Women are warriors and they can do it all on their own.
and sometimes they have to.
Please don’t forget that.

being a part of art that
is both responsible and
important. Her work as
a performer has been
seen at Manhattan
Rep, Williamstown
Theatre Festival and
LIU Brooklyn. Her
poem “Beautiful” was
published in Empire
State College’s “The
Student Connection.”
www.arielkurtz.com

By Ariel Kurtz
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Camera,
Pose!

In this continually developing digital era, the desire to
portray a unique, edgy look on social media has become
an undeniable fixation. Whether you are an amateur or
professional photographer, or simply a mere human being
trying to be original on Instagram, your portfolio or feed
must distinguish you from the others. As a creative soul
myself, as someone who prefers being behind the lense
of a camera, I have some photoshoot proposals to share
with those of you looking for inspiration or wanting to
try something new. Who knows, one of these ideas might
ignite an even better idea and before you know it, your
photograph will be circulating on the world wide web
leaving a stream of heat behind it. Dream big, kids!
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1. The Tea Party

We have all seen the classical tea party outdoors amongst the
greenery of nature. My concept adds a twist to it. Have
the tea party in a location out-of-the-box: between the
concrete walls of the city, at the zoo, on the beach, or
on a boat. The moment you add an element that does
not typically “belong together”, you push the envelope
and deliver one hell of a message to the individual
viewing your photograph. If you want to really push the
envelope, without bordering on cultural appropriation, you
can wear cultural clothing depending on your background and
promote diversity and creativity in your photograph as well. This photoshoot proposal does
require a tea set, a blanket of some sort, maybe some desserts and snacks, but it’s definitely
a fun summer’s day project to try out.

2. The Library

Ah, The Library. A place of quiet, of reflection, and sometimes,
of extreme uncontrollable stress. I have mixed memories
when it comes to my university library. Some good,
where I procrastinated and hung out with my friends
instead of studying. Some bad, where I crammed for
exams I really should not have procrastinated for.
My photoshoot proposal at the library includes going
against library laws: no noise, no food. If possible, find
an institutional library where you bring with you: a leather
jacket, a stereo, an entire pizza box. Place yourself in between
bookshelves, or on the stairs of a library, or even sit on a table if possible and start posing.
This idea may be a little harder to pull, logistics wise, but just imagine the results!
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3. The Abandoned Land
I know what you’re thinking: this has already been done so,
many, times! An empty warehouse, an empty barn or a
junkyard, so boring! Hear me out, though. This concept
is for the shyer models, who want to be creative but
also do not want to interrupt the zoo visitors or the
library patrons. You find an abandoned location and
you either wear a clothing item divergent of usual
attire, or you either bring an accessory that would not
be normally found at that location. For example, a woman
in an empty barn, amongst hay stacks and empty horse stalls
wearing her native South Asian attire and holding travel bags as if she’s running away,
or just found a place to hide. Another example could be a man in a junkyard, wearing a
professional suit while he eats a burger. Do you see where I’m going with this idea? You
know I’m right!

I know the adrenaline some of us creative junkies feel when an idea comes to
life right before our eyes. As one of your own, I simply want to circulate this
drug and give you guys some ideas to work off of. You may be hitting a block,
or you may want to try something fun and new, and I want to be there for
you to help ignite that fire. I hope you found some of these concepts useful
and I hope you tag the magazine on social media if you ever decide to follow
through with these crazy photoshoots!

Save me a slice of pizza!
Sincerely,
Sarah Ghani
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THE POST-GRAD STRUGGLE
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Many of you over the past few weeks have undergone
a momentous celebration. You grabbed that silk tassel,
embroidered with the colors of your respective school
and delicately watched it cascade across the brim of your
graduation cap. Eager and anxious, perhaps apprehensive
of the journey you’re about to embark on. The speeches,
the nostalgia, the heartfelt (and not so heartfelt) cards
congratulating you on enduring some of the most trying
and intensive years of your young life.

But what happens when you wake up a couple of days
later, the graduation parties have come to an end, you
don’t have a job lined up, and your first student loan
payment hits your mailbox. Panic, mostly, is the first
feeling that hits you. Ride it out. Give that feeling a few
moments, and then keep scrolling through this article. All
feelings are valid, just try to keep the lifespan of this one
as short as possible.

Personally, I had to figure out how to make ends meet
younger than most people are accustomed. So, the
following is a compilation of tips that have always landed
me a job when I’ve needed one.

1. SEARCHING FOR A JOB IS A JOB IN ITSELF
It’s been said many times, and it is very true. Finding a job
in any type of economy takes consistency, many hours,
research, and your full attention at all times. Many writers
are able to discipline themselves into getting a certain
quota of words produced by locking down a set number
of hours to block off every day, and to work on absolutely
nothing else. I chose to do this in three segments. An hour
would be used for applying to positions that I knew I had
an applicable resume for. An hour for company research,
and an hour for updating my resume(s).

2. RESEARCH IS NECESSARY
Now, I know what you may be thinking. All you really need is any old 9-5 job that will
pay the bills. Which, in some instances, if you have absolutely nothing going on your
resume, (no volunteer work in middle school, no clubs, no nothing) yeah, you should
start there. Everyone has to start somewhere. Even if you only have that job for two
months and then find something better, just keep working your way up the ladder. But,
research doesn’t just mean finding a job in the right industry, it means using resources
like “Glassdoor” and other company insight websites to figure out if they’re even worth
applying to. Sure, it looks like a good fit for you, but, you can easily see if it’s a poorly
managed company, many people have quit, etc. It’s never a good idea to force yourself
into a situation where you know that you’re going to be unhappy if you can help it.

3. YOU ARE THE PRODUCT
As slimy as it sounds to think of this process as “selling yourself”, there really is some
truth to it. So, get your mind out of the gutter for a moment and just follow me on this.
You are attempting to convey value to the companies that you are applying to. Iterate
how these assets will help these companies thrive. Even if you think that you have
zero skills, but you like food and making people laugh, run with that! Figure out their
weaknesses as a company and highlight the things that you can do to bridge the gap in
their service.

4. KEEP TRACK, AND DON'T ABANDON SHIP
You may think that the end of the process, after all of the research, the countless hours
looking up important people at the company, and their company culture, would be just
to complete writing your cover letter, send off your application, and that’s it. Well, sorry
to say, that you’re only a little further than halfway. The most important part of the
process (arguably) is getting your information to the right people, and the follow up. I
cannot stress this enough. Even calling the main desk and asking the name of the hiring
manager in XYZ department is enormously helpful. Remember, it’s just a phone call. You
can gather so much information from a phone call. So, customize each cover letter, and
send it to the right people.

5. I REPEAT, DO NOT ABANDON SHIP
Last, but certainly not least, follow up like it’s your job, because it pretty much is. You
may get a stomach churning feeling from the secondhand embarrassment that you
are feeling, due to the inward comparison of what you would be feeling, should one

person persistently keep attempting to contact you. This does not apply when you’re
job hunting. Persistence is the name of the game. The general rule of thumb that I use
is to follow up every other day by phone and then after days three and five, send a
corresponding email, confirming that they received your information. On the last day, to
curtail your interest, let them know how they can contact you, and to reach out if they
are still interested.
As a final note, I’d like to say that this job hunt will attempt to lower your self-esteem.
It may bruise your ego a bit after a week of no responses. But, I will say that if you
continue to put yourself out there, and follow these steps, your chances of getting hired
become higher and higher. Similar to fishing, you just have to be patient, and know that
the chances of catching something come with time and the right bait. I can’t promise
that following these steps will guarantee you a perfectly-fitting job. But I can promise
that if you are persistent, continue to add value to your resume (and in turn, yourself),
you will be on your way to becoming a happy, healthy, well-adjusted, productive
member of society that you wish yourself to be.

If anyone does gain a position as a cause of taking on these tips, do let me know!

@mrussellwriter

@thebookconcierge
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At some point in our lives, we are likely to experience rejection
that may deflate us, and possibly cause us to fall into turmoil.
This article hopes to offer some advice on how to use rejection
as a mechanism to bounce back and become the better you. The
specific type of rejection we will be referring to in this article,
is being rejected from job opportunities/positions.
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1. Be resilient
If you’re one of our brilliant long-term readers, you may have come across our article
on “Building Resilience” (issue 6, page 2), where we cover different coping strategies,
as well as what our brains go through when stressed. Resilience can be seen as a core
mechanism in dealing with rejection. It offers peace for your mind to accept the things
you cannot control, and use that to overcome rejection. In this context, when you apply
for a job that you genuinely think you’re perfect for, but, for some odd (or perfectly
understandable) reason, your application gets turned down or you fail the interview,
it can be a little difficult to “get over it”. You may start to even question your own
credibility, skills and experience.

2. Constructive criticism
But, that’s where your power and self-discipline come in to play. Instead of dwelling
over the things we have no control over, we can use that energy to apply the feedback
employers give us and improve our abilities. Most organisations may provide an
evaluation of your interview, which is intended to be used constructively by the
candidate to improve future interview performance. For example, if the report indicates
that you need to show better communication skills, you can work on how to be an active
communicator, and look at ways to improve your verbal and written skills. Look on
the bright sidein lieu of perceiving the feedback as solely negative. There is always an
underlying message.

3. Build yourself
Having taken the constructive feedback on board, use this as an opportunity to build
yourself. Take note of what stages in the recruitment and selection process you are
being rejected in. Is it during the initial application stage? CV? Interviews? Online tests? If
you come to realise that it is during the application/CV stage, perhaps you need to work
on articulating yourself more clearly on paper. There are plenty of articles online, from
both recruiters and employers, that suggest ways to make your CV stand out and highlight all the “important bits”. Or maybe you don’t have the experience needed for the job
role. As more and more people are obtaining degrees, a large proportion of employers
are looking for applicants, who can demonstrate extensive work experience. This could
potentially be down to how work experience usually indicates that the applicant possesses employable skills to be used in their organisation.
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Thus, to ensure that you have some valuable experience, try to get as much part
time work in whilst studying, or take on volunteering roles. Make a plan. List all your
strengths and qualities and then measure it against your weaknesses (which are areas
for improvement). This could indicate what sort of job is best suited to your abilities.
Perhaps take a “careers test” online to find out what sort of job role coincides with your
KSAs (knowledge, skills and attitudes). Consequently, applying to jobs that match you,
may increase your chances of succeeding during the recruitment process, as you will
have the necessary prerequisites for that role.

4. Seek help & advice
If you’re still struggling to deal with job rejections, take some time to talk to a careers
advisor, a friend or family member. Explain how you’re feeling, and they may be able
to offer you some advice on how to counteract the negative feelings and better your
chances of employment. It’s important to discuss your negative moments with someone,
so that you are not left dealing with it on your own. You never know, they may inspire
you or ignite a light that will help you conquer your job-searching journey.

5. It’s not the end of the wor ld
We now know that not everything will work out how we want it to. But, we do have the
power to manipulate the outcome and perceive it as a positive stepping stone. One
downfall can always be replaced by something else. Throughout your life, you will be
welcomed with countless opportunities, so don’t let one negative encounter bring you
down.

“What is coming is better
than what is gone.”
- Arabic proverb

- @alittleSvmthing
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BY

M 'G IU L I A

So let us be real for a second shall we? How often have you found yourself
scrolling through social media comparing your mundane life to the
highlight reel of others only to end up feeling miserable and alone? How
often have you gone through tons of pictures of people on their nights
out “partying and rocking”, when the only thing you seem to be rocking
lately is your PJs? How many fitness gurus have you followed on Instagram,
despairing (ice-cream tub in hand) that you will never have their glutes
because you clearly love food too much? And the list goes on…

We are all very much aware that social media is simply a facade which we use to fool others
(and maybe even ourselves) into thinking that our lives are amazing by simply adding filters
and witty captions to the carefully selected pictures and posts #perfection. Yet despite
being aware of it we often feel we cannot quit, because of various reasons such as keeping
up with the social calendar, having work or university groups sharing ideas and work and it
is great for promoting products and services. Yet what happens if we get off social media?
In order to understand a bit more this social phenomenon, I decided to call it quits for the
month of May. I deactivated both my Facebook and Instagram accounts and
allowed myself the luxury of WhatsApp and Messenger for basic communication (it’s not
cheating ok?).
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So what happened? Lo and behold I survived to tell the tale. In the first few days I realised
how habitual it is for me to log in whenever bored or frustrated. I caught myself multiple
times typing-in my password, only to remember that I was not allowed to. Yet as the days
rolled by, I stopped caring about having denied myself the guilty pleasure of social media.
So what have been the major take aways from this experiment?

I loved people's reaction whenever I would say I’m off social
media. The conversation invariably always went along these
lines:

Others: What?! You deactivated Facebook? Why would you do that?
*suspicious look*
Me: It is just an experiment, I always wanted to stop using it for a while.
I feel I needed a break.
Others: I admire you! I’ve been telling myself that I need to do it for a
long while. I really want to but I never do because …. (Insert valid reason
and/or excuses here). How do you manage?
Me: I’m doing fine so far – I don’t miss it that much
Others: I waste so much time! Maybe I should do it!

Just like many people confess that they would “realllllly want to start going to the gym”, in a
similar fashion many people seem to harbour this desire to detach themselves from social
media, but they never do. They know it would be a healthy choice but some excuse is always
keeping them back; be it connecting with distant friends or keeping up to date with various
groups etc.

I realised how I have been using social media as a defence
mechanism and an alienation tool.
When I’m queuing I usually flip out my phone to avoid eye contact with strangers and when
I am bored I refresh my Facebook page (nope... no updates on the news feed since I last
looked… that is 2 minutes ago). Having no such distractions made me realise how we have
devised systems to avoid ever getting bored, always giving ourselves visual stimuli. So, I
learned to stay with my boredom or find alternatives. My first inclination was to use some

substitutes like YouTube (not on my black list). Yet, since I
was being very intentional about this challenge; I tried to
take on other activities such as reading, writing, planning
my days ahead or simply sitting in a waiting room doing
nothing, trying to ignore the feeling of inadequacy or of
being a loner who is doing nothing whilst waiting.

I also came to the realisation that as much
as I criticised others for posting much of
their fun activities, I was also guilty of it.
I often caught myself thinking of the perfect caption which
would go so well with the beautiful sunset I went to watch
or with the perfect meal I ordered, often taking away from
appreciating the moment itself. I can’t say I’m totally ‘cured’
from this, but having nowhere where to post my pictures,
I felt it easier to live my life for me rather than to impress
others or pass on the subtle message of “see what a good
time I am having”.

And in all honesty, this month also helped
me to reign in my stalker instincts.
We are all guilty of stalking exes, potential romantic
candidates or simply the new colleague at work. We’re
curious beings and we want to know what the people
around us are up to. Yet often these stalking trips
are an incredible slippery slope; where I end up overanalysing and over thinking every photo, status update
and emoticon. But as they say – ignorance is bliss. In this
month I realised that the less I knew the freer and less
stressed I felt. It also gave me a green card out of any
mass events which I did not attend simply because “oh
I didn’t see the notification”. The people who mattered
knew they had to approach me personally to let me know
that something was being organised; hence it helped me
filter out all the unnecessary social interaction.

Of course, social media does have its benefits and I came to realise that in some cases it
is very helpful. I found it hard to fully contribute to teams when they used their Facebook
page to organise tasks. I sometimes felt like a burden having to ask people to update me
with what was being said. I also realised that promotion of content (case in point articles)
and events becomes much more difficult without such platforms. So all in all, I came to
appreciate the value of social media a bit more

Yet the inevitable question remains; ‘Will I go back to social media?’
Quite frankly I do not really miss it, but I am aware that not having one’s presence on social
media in this digital age could be seen as the equivalent of not having an ID card. Yet I must
admit that I have been comfortably living in oblivion for the past month and I have loved it.
In a Utopia, I would simple use social media to keep in contact with groups and steer away
from all the hullabaloo of changing profile pictures, updating statuses and counting likes.
Yet I know that to me social media is like a vortex; once you’re in it, it simply sucks you in.
Therefore, if you excuse me, I will try my best to extend my digital hermit phase as much as
possible.
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Two Cents
BY HUMAA

It’s easy giving up. Giving up on yourself, most
importantly. Beginning to think that “this is
life” and accepting it to be as it is.

But it’s much more difficult to get up, look at
bright sun facing you and head to your destiny.
It’s much more difficult to fight all that comes
your way. To fight and give yourself a future
that no one else can or will ever give to you.

Honey, this life is difficult. I’ll give you that
much. But making it worth living is much easier
when you get up, brush the dust off and run
towards a brighter tomorrow. Because, no one
is, or ever will be, serving golden plates.
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Scandanavian
Design
B Y K E L LY A U R O R A

As an artist and designer, I am falling more in love with Scandinavian design every day.
It’s a style that I find ‘creeps up on you’, especially due to its ever-increasing popularity.
I love designing art that makes people and their environments ‘happy’, which is why I
spend a lot of my time designing art prints inspired by religion. Since I bought my own
home and had a lot more space to fill than just my bedroom, it’s Scandinavian design
that’s keeping me particularly happy in my new environment!
@auroraprints
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First things first; Where is Scandinavia?
Scandinavia is a North European area including the
three kingdoms of Denmark, Norway and Sweden.
Other Nordic Countries such as Finland and Iceland,
are often included within this region too.

What is Scandinavian design?
Scandinavian design is characterised by three main
elements, ‘simplicity’, ‘minimalism’ and ‘functionality’ – in
other words, simple, no-nonsense things that serve their
intended purpose. Objects inspired by Scandinavian
design just work, and they don’t get in the way!

Naivety had me believe that this design trend was a new thing, however,
Scandinavian design has been around since the 1950s! Whilst the style became
popular in this earlier era due to the prioritisation of function and affordability,
it’s now re-emerged thanks to tidiness and decluttering becoming trendy. Having
clean, minimalistic spaces is ‘in’ right now. Not to mention there’s so many
documentaries frightening us away from becoming the next extreme hoarder!
Less really is more and retailers are also becoming more aware of this.

I became more intrigued by this style earlier on in the
year. Like a lot of others, my new year’s resolutions
included decluttering, becoming more organised and
falling back in love with my environment. I found
Scandinavian design was at the heart of this and
incorporating it into my life helped me reach my goals.
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Examples of Scandinavian Design
Scandinavian design pieces incorporate both pale and bold colours and are made from
natural materials. Artwork and furniture are simplistic, quirky, bold and bright. Fresh
white bases are commonly used, with random but clever and confident inclusions of
colour. I myself have been doing lots of research in how to achieve this harmony of
whites and bold colour in the art prints I have been designing lately for Aurora Prints.
Below are a few of the prints I designed to achieve this minimalist theme:

You may already have
examples of Scandinavian
design in your home, whether
this be intentionally or not.
Do the names KIVIK, HEMNES
or EKTORP mean anything to
you? They may not, but these
Scandinavian towns may just
be the names of your sofa,
bookshelf or wardrobe from

Ikea! You know that home
furnishing company whose
logo is inspired by the Swedish
flag? I feel as though the entire
contents of my home is from
Ikea – and guess why that is –
they sell simple goods that just
work and don’t get in the way.
The Scandinavian design motto!
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Why I love Scandinavian Design
As an artist I love the contemporary freshness of this type
of design. However, Scandinavian design is much more
than just a look, it’s a lifestyle, and as a working woman,
functional minimalism is what I need right now.

Simplicity, minimalism and functionality are fantastic principles to adopt in everyday life.
One of my favourite books is Marie Kondo’s ‘The Life-Changing Magic of Tidying’ which
guides you toward a simpler, more enjoyable life through the Japanese Art of decluttering.
The Japanese principles in Marie Kondo’s bestseller are extremely similar to the elements
of Scandinavian design.
Adopting both the Scandinavian and Japanese minimalist methods in a disciplined manner
could help you fall back in love with your environment. Design-wise, it’s difficult to make
drastic changes unless you already planned to redecorate your home. Instead, you could
start by introducing some simple, Scandinavian-inspired art pieces to your home.
I have found that some magazines and blog-posts can make Scandinavian design look
ridiculously expensive and unachievably tidy. This should not be the case; as mentioned,
the design became popular because it celebrated simple and affordable pieces. Also,
there is a massive difference between tidy and clinical! Yes, it’s important that things
have a place, but you still have to live and use your environment without fear of making a
mess! If you’re thinking of incorporating this aesthetic into your own space, remember to
concentrate on the functionality of items and enjoy letting go of all the chaos and fuss!
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WHAT IS YOUR
PERSONALITY TYPE

AND WHY DOES IT MATTER?
You may have come across four letter acronyms, which indicate a particular personality
type, and look something like INFJ or ESTP. There are sixteen personality types, which
include all variations of these letters, and all indicate a very distinct personality type.
Recently, out of sheer curiosity to know more about myself, I decided to take this
personality test and see what it could tell me. I did this test at 16 Personalities, and it
gave such a descriptive and truthful depiction of my personality that it truly fascinated
me. Not only that, but what it revealed about myself was so useful. I think self-awareness
is extremely important in all aspects of life; what are my strengths and weaknesses,
but more importantly what does this mean, and how can I accommodate for these
weaknesses? These were all questions I wanted answers to.
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S O, W H AT D O T H E L E T T E R S S TA N D F O R ?
This particular personality test, based on the Myers-Briggs personality indicator,
was developed in the 1920s, and combined it with more modern approaches
as well. It took the four letter acronym concept from Myers-Briggs and added
another acronym to indicate an extra category.
There are five personality aspects which are taken into account to work out
one’s personality type and each category has the option of two acronyms.

MIND:

This aspect indicates the way in which we interact with our surroundings.

Introverted minds (I) are more at ease with solitary activities and can often become
exhausted by social interaction. They are sensitive to all external stimuli in general,
but particularly in larger social situations. Introverts unwind and regain their energy by
spending time alone.
Extroverted people (E), on the other hand, prefer group activities and are energised
by social interaction. Extroverts tend to be more excited and enthusiastic than their
counterparts. When they need to recuperate, they do so when they are around people

E N E R GY:

This trait of personality determines how we perceive the world and

process information.
Observant individuals (S) are practical and pragmatic in their views and they focus on
facts; what has happened or what is happening.
Intuitive people (N) are more open-minded and curious in their views and are much
more imaginative.

N AT U R E : Our nature is about how we make decisions and deal with emotions.
Thinking people (T) are objective and rational in their processing. Logic is a priority over
emotions for them, and they see efficiency as the main focus.
Feeling individuals (F) are sensitive in nature and expressive of their emotions. Empathy
is a strong feature in them; they are less competitive than Thinkers as social harmony is
more important to them.

TA C T I C S :

This aspect represents our approach to work and planning.

Judging individuals (J) are extremely decisive and thorough. They are highly-organised
people, who prefer structure, clarity and predictability in their lives.
Prospecting people (P) have an ability for improvising and finding good opportunities.
They are much more flexible and spontaneous in nature, and prefer options.

I D E N T I T Y: Our identity signifies how confident we are in our abilities.
Assertive individuals (A) are not easily affected by stress, and are self-assured of their
aptitudes.
Turbulent people (T) are much more sensitive to stress; they are self-conscious and
more likely to be perfectionists and success-driven.

At the end of it, you might have something like INFP-A which was my result. Why might
this matter and be of any consequence? It made me realise my weaknesses that are a
part of my personality traits, but that doesn’t mean I can’t do anything about them. When
you become aware of your weaknesses, it gives you a chance to take control of them
and try to improve yourself. It made me understand why I find myself so worn out after
spending time in a social situation of more than three people for a long time. I need my
alone time, and that’s okay; extroverts need to socially interact with a wide circle and
that’s okay. Once you know and understand your personality type, you can take it into
account.
Finding out your personality type and your strengths can also give you an invaluable
insight into what career might be ideal for you. After doing my test, I discovered that
many INFPs’ strengths mean they are good at writing and counselling, which incidentally
are both a major passion of mine. If you are unsure of what path to take in life or what
you might be good at, this test might tell you something about yourself that you weren’t
consciously aware of before.
The results will also tell you about famous people with the same personality type as
yours, which was quite interesting. For example, my fellow INFPs include Edgar Allan Poe,
Virginia Woolf, William Shakespeare and J.R.R. Tolkien - all writers I highly admire.
At Unread, we love to hear from our readers, so if you take the test, let us know what your
type is and if you learnt anything new about yourself!

- Safiya Cherfi
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With the advent of thousands of new hair and makeup
products, we often forget the unifying surface that all
these innovations rest upon: our skin. For all the wear
and tear it gets, we ought to take decent care of it. So,
I’ve put together a checklist we can all use, especially as
the warm and sunny months approach! And worry not,
dear reader, my approach is quite simple, for a healthy
skin routine doesn’t have to be super complicated.

1. Let’s start with the way in which we cleanse - depending on your skin texture
(dry, oily, combination), choose a non-comedogenic and preferably unscented face
wash. That science-y word I mentioned in the previous sentence is just a fancy way of
saying something that won’t clog your pores. Pores are tiny holes or ‘vents’ and there
are many of them all over our face; it’s important we keep them clean to prevent dirt
and oil buildup. And as far as the scent goes, unless it’s naturally derived, chances are
it’s just there to dry out your face even more, so skip those.
Ok, so you’ve got the cleanser now, great! Next thing is to find a washcloth or a
face brush in which to rub the cleanser in properly. Though nimble, our soft
fingers aren’t as equipped to thoroughly scrub away the buildup in our pores,
so consider getting something with texture.
2. Once you’ve patted dry, we’re ready for the next step, which is perhaps the
most important: MOISTURIZING! Now, keep in mind that after you wash, you should
‘pat’ rather than ‘wipe’ your skin dry, and then try to moisturize as soon as you can,
because moisturizer works best on damp skin. If your skin is completely dry, it
takes longer to absorb. And unlike the cleanser, your soft fingers are perfect for gentle
application; don’t rub it on too roughly.
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It’s important to choose a moisturizer that works FOR you rather than AGAINST you.
Here are some simple tips:
Dry Skin: try to find one that has hyaluronic acid and/or ceramides. I know I’ve used
science-y words again, but it’s worth it. These ingredients help to keep moisture in your
skin longer – the hyaluronic acid holds almost 1000 times its weight in water (moisture!),
and the ceramides hold your cells together so that the moisture can stay in.
Oily Skin: try to find a gel or serum-based moisturizer that is oil-free. And please, please
please, USE IT – some people with oily skin tend to stay away from using moisturizer and
that is a major no-no, because leaving your skin dry causes inflammation which causes
even more oil production and *gasp* potential breakouts!
Combination/Acne-prone Skin: try to find a moisturizer without alcohol, oils,
fragrance, or petrolatum, as these can induce problems in skin. Choose one that contains
acne- fighting ingredients such as adapalene, benzoyl peroxide, and salicylic acid.

Also, and I can’t stress this enough,
make sure to have some sort of
sun protection (or SPF) in your
moisturizer. It’s so much more
important than we realize, both
for our skin’s texture and lifelong
health. Skin is like teeth, we’ve
only got the one set, so we might
as well treat it right. So, while
you’re protecting those gorgeous
eyes with those new sunglasses,
make sure the bottle of moisturizer
you’re using (or if you’re using a
separate sunscreen) has an SPF.
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3. And finally, this last step is a fun (and delicious!) one: eat and drink the right
stuff and your skin will thank you for it! Water, water, water – the more the merrier.
Also, consider adding the following foods and drinks to your diet to further aid in skin
health:
• eggs
• green tea
• walnuts, almonds, any nut really
• dark chocolate (it’s good for you!)
• fatty fish such as salmon (goes really well with cream cheese on a bagel!)
Hope this guide has made your life a wee bit easier, and has inspired you to possibly
supplement your existing routine or maybe start a new one. Whatever the case, the skin
you’re in doesn’t have to be something you only find attractive when covered in makeup.
By taking care of it, you’re taking care of the largest organ in your body (couldn’t help
getting science-y again), and that’s worth smiling about!
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The Enigma of a Royal

Wedding Dress
BY

S ELENA
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1
There is no doubt that a Royal Wedding Dress is pleasing to
the eye and one of the things a nation waits for during the
build up for a royal wedding. Wedding dresses symbolise
love, matrimony and even purity, however I truly do believe
that the Royal Wedding Dresses represent a form of royal
modesty. This comes from what a wedding dress means to
the royal family and why it should be worn in a certain way,
preferred amongst the rest of bridal styles in trend. For
starters, we can only assume that perhaps the moment a
royal bride walks down the aisle, is the moment many little
girls and a nation look up to an empowering female figure.
In this article I will take you on a journey where we explore
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the Royal Wedding Dresses and why they are so significant
to the history of a royal bride, and even a country. Our
natural assumptions will come from positive connotations
such as elegance, class, maturity and confidence. But
there must be more? It cannot simply be that so and so
made this dress and now we must love it, but what do the
dresses mean to us for us to be in awe...even a few years
down the line?
From Queen Victoria’s wedding in February 1840 to Megan
Markle’s in May 2018, both the brides share similar traits.
A long veil, a medium to long trail and of course a white
dress which is either bold and illuminating like Princess
Diana’s dress or very sheek and simple with not much
décor like Princess Anne's. Over the years, many fashion
magazines have published articles examining every detail
of every royal bridal dress, but still couldn’t suss out the
enigma that is so loved of a royal wedding dress. Really and
truly it is all part of the count down to a royal wedding, and
the excitement that flows throughout the country leaving
everyone on their toes. But what if it is the elegance and
modesty of the royal wedding dresses that are so beloved?
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4
Because if you look at the pictures of some of the royal
brides, they all represent a form of fashion which falls in
line with ‘modest fashion’. We are all aware that the fashion
industry is always hunting for something new and different
and each time a royal bride achieves that.
Why?
Perhaps because they are diverting what is admired in the
public eye.
A great example this year is one just before Prince Harry’s
and Megan Markle’s wedding – the Met Gala 2018 had
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arrived, and the theme was ‘Heavenly bodies and Catholic
Imagination’. We were all left so speechless seeing such
beautiful dresses with heavy décor, some with a high slit
down the leg, or the bare breast out. Each celebrity trying
to set a fashion statement in their own unique way. And
then a few weeks later we see Megan Markle in a breath
taking, simplistic white gown. The Met Gala 2018 was
forgotten. This isn’t shade to anyone who attended the Met
Gala, they all looked gorgeous, but it is no fact that a Royal
Wedding dress will always be remembered in a different
way. It is the simplicity, modesty and almost like the effort
to not look so overdone which leaves us speechless.
Growing up in a time where women are used to seeing
the bodies of our celebrities in little clothing with curves
beyond perfection, women like myself start to take a
second look in the mirror. Why don’t I look like that? Shall I
show off my curves a bit more to look like her? But when
I came to notice that royal brides had never lost touch of
their modesty and still looked beautiful, I realised that it
is different and rare which is what every designer seeks.
It is not that wearing little clothing is ugly, but when some
of the most admired women walking down the aisle in a
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glamorous dress hugging her figure from the collar bone to the feet, with a veil on top –you
start to realise these are women that are in touch with themselves, just as we all should be.
And on a last note perhaps it isn’t the dress but the way the bride carries herself.
What do you think?

1. February 1840
Queen Victoria marries Prince Albert at the Chapel Royal, St. James’ Palace in London.

2. November 1947
Queen Elizabeth II marries the Duke of Edinburgh at Westminster Abbey in London.

3. April 1963
Princess Alexandra marries Angus Ogilvy at Westminster Abbey in London.

4. March 1966
Queen Beatrix of the Netherlands marries Claus von Amsberg in Amsterdam.

5. November 1973
Princess Anne marries Captain Mark Phillips at Westminster Abbey in London.

6. July 1981
Prince Charles marries Lady Diana Spencer at St. Paul’s Cathedral in London.
Diana's dress was designed by David and Elizabeth Emanuel, and featured
275 yards of pearl-studded silk taffeta, tulle and netting.

All credit goes to Vogue Magazine for the pictures for the pictures.
http://www.vogue.co.uk/gallery/royal-weddings-in-history
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How To Cope
with Loss
B Y A L E Y N A K AYA
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Sometimes we win and sometimes we lose. Losing something or a
loved one can affect a person and their wellbeing in a negative way. It is
completely normal.
You might have lost a friend, or you may have witnessed a family
member’s death. Maybe you are going through a heartbreak or just
simply have lost something materially that meant a lot to you. In
situations like this, it is very common to feel deep sadness. To be in
such a mental state, can also lead to not knowing how to deal with all
the memories and the feelings that arise.
You may feel sad, anxious and angry. It is okay to feel that way, to
cry out loud and miss someone or something. What you have to
understand is that the dangerous part is when the sorrow and sadness
clings to the depths of your soul, and imprisons you. Being imprisoned
by anxiety, sorrow and sadness can also make it harder for you to see
the light.
The memories or the feelings that you feel might never truly disappear,
but over time you will learn how to deal with it.
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Here are my three simple tips on how to cope with loss:

Do not repress any memories and feelings!
Repressing things may be easy for the moment, but sooner or later the memories
and feelings will resurface. When that happens, it will be more overwhelming
and difficult to manage. Instead of repressing, try identifying what it is that you
are feeling and digest the situation. Try to accept that this, just like all the other
things, it is a phase of your life. Take your time with the mourning!

Surround yourself with people who make
you feel good!
We humans are social beings, and it can be comforting to be around people that
can provide you with positivity in this dark period of your life. Watching a good
movie, exercising or having a night out with your friends are all examples of
things you can do to stay active. Staying active is also a very good way to keep the
focus away from the negative, even if it’s just for a little moment.

Do not be afraid to get professional help!
Family and friends can be a good support, but to a certain extent. In order to
effectively deal with stressful situations or trauma, professional help is a really good
alternative. Psychologists and therapists have the ability to help one with all sorts of
problems and offer solutions tailored to your situation. Asking for professional help
does not make you sick or weak, on the contrary, it makes you strong.

In the end, we have to accept that sadness and sorrow is a part of life, just as
happiness and wellbeing. As cliché as it sounds, there will come a day where this
storm that you are currently caught up in, will pass and be replaced with peace.
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Handling
Bullying
BY

S A RA

Bullying is horrible and it's never just “making fun” of someone. Those who bully usually feel
like they are not in control of some portion of their lives (maybe problems at home) and
take their frustration out on others. All they want is to feel like they have power and to make
others feel weak; they tear their victims down to feel satisfied and powerful. Bullying should
never be ignored. If you are being bullied or know someone who is being bullied, I have
provided some tools that might help.
Remember, if you ever witness bullying, don’t stand on the sideline, take a stand to let the
victim know they have support and someone on their side.
We would think the best way to get rid of bullying is to fight back, by being angry and calling
the bully names. But you can’t fight fire with fire – that will just make things worse. The bully
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will only be satisfied if we react and get upset, because that is the response they are waiting
for – so don’t give them what they want. You must be the water that extinguishes the fire.
So, one tool you can use is to show the bully that his/her words are not affecting you and
that you don’t care.
Instead of replying angrily, reply by saying, “Thanks for the information.” Try not to let the
words get to you, say something that will let them bounce off you. I know that it’s not easy
to say and pretty hard to do, but gaining resilience can really help. The bully expects you to
react by getting upset and angry, but if you don’t react and show that their words/actions
don’t affect you, it will throw them off. By not reacting to them you are denying the bully
that sense of control and power. I hope this tool works and, if so, I’m happy it did! But don’t
forget, if the bully stops targeting you, he/she may go on the look out for a new target, so it
is a good idea to let someone know that you were bullied by this certain person, so they can
take action.

In the video, 'Stop Bullying with Mike Hall', he tells us how to handle a bully.
Stay Calm: if you do this the bully won’t know how to process it as they only know
how to process the reaction of being sad and mad, so try to respond calmly.
Stay Connected: bullies like to target a person that is by themselves. Don’t wait
for others to invite you to things or someone to sit with you for lunch, instead be
the connecter take action in making friends and being with others. The bully will be
less likely to bug you when you have support and people around you.
Become Confident: You have to make a decision that you are sick of people
hurting you and want to change and not wanting it to affect you anymore, even if
you have to pretend and gain that confidence, think of happy thoughts and boost
yourself up. Show them no one can break your confidence, this will quiet the bully.
Compliment: This is the toughest thing to do because you do not want to be
complimenting someone who is being mean to you, but by saying "I like that shirt,
buddy," smiling and walking away, it will take them by surprise.

Bullying is not your fault at all. It is the bully who is sprouting all that negativity and hurt –
which is so wrong! So it is good to have tools at hand to choose how to respond to these
certain situations. Remember all the things the bully does says a lot more about who they
are rather than about who you are.
If you ever notice someone being bullied or something is wrong, do talk to them and keep
the communication open and judgment free. Ask them how they are doing, let them know
that there is someone interested and concerned about their safety. It is never good to
suffer alone.
If you or someone you know is being physically attacked, this should not be ignored either,
and something should be done. This is not bullying, but assault and should be dealt with
and reported right away!
Always be aware of what is going on around you. If you are feeling weary and unsafe, walk
away and seek help from others, never think that you have to conquer the bully on your
own. I know you may feel embarrassed or feel ashamed to open up to someone and tell
them you are being bullied and need help, but it is the best thing to do. Do not ignore and
keep quiet and suffer silently, there are people out there who care. It could be a friend,
teacher, parent, family member or even the UNREAD family, you can always drop us a
message and we would be happy to listen and help.
Please never retreat and go into a place of darkness and keep these things to yourself.
Don’t let the bully get what he/she wants. I’m sending you this reminder: you are valued,
you are loved, you are worthy you are cared about, you are amazing. You are A Big Deal.
The words that a bully says to you aren’t true, they don’t know you; the person who knows
you best, is you. And please let anyone in your life that is being bullied know too; be their
support. We can all take a stand against bullying and make it stop.
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Purple Hibiscus
BY CH I M A M A N DA A D IC H I E
BA REERA

This book is one I have had sitting on my bookshelf for a while, gathering dust. I finally picked it up, and flicked the pages to what I can
only describe as a complete transportation to the world of the book.
One where you are entirely consumed by the complex characters
and interesting dynamics that this world has you thrust in head first.
The whole book is written in a soliloquy; in the perspective of the
protagonist,15-year-old Kambili, set in Nigeria along with her older
brother, Jaja, her mother, Beatrice and father, Eugene. The novel is
set in post-colonial Nigeria. Purple Hibiscus is a coming-of-age story,
and takes us, as readers, through an intimate and personal journey
on how she deals with things coming her way. It is set in post-colonial Nigeria, a time where there had been several Army coups. This
disintegrating atmosphere of Nigeria directly mirrors that of the
family climate of the central family of this prose.
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Even though Kambili is the main protagonist, there are two other
characters, who hold very important views – that kambili struggles
between. First, is her father, Eugene, who holds such strong
traditional views; he is made up of intense passion from both sides
of the spectrum. One is the fact that he is a family man, who wants
the best for his family, and will go to great lengths to achieve that.
He is also an extremely religious father, who pushes his family to
the point of religious oppression. He is a man, who is loved by all
those outside his house, but is feared by those who know him most.
Eugene works at a newspaper, which bravely talks on freedom of
speech and challenges the government.
The other character, Aunt Ifeoma, a university lecturer, is the polar
opposite to that of Eugene, her older brother. She is the voice of
the Liberals in Nigeria. She speaks and does what she wants. She is
outgoing, and is an individual that Kambili is completely fascinated
and intrigued by. The idea that the two siblings are opposites
illustrates Kambili’s struggle with the world outside and the one she
struggles with within.
Even though Eugene is filled with violence, one cannot help but be
sympathetic towards him. He seems to be a dysfunctional man with
lots of issues, and just takes it out of those around him. Even with
his father, who is a traditionalist, he hates very much because of his
religious views.
The way in which the novel is written is very easy for anyone to
follow. The book raises a lot of issues and does its best to solve
them too. As complicated as it is, it is also weirdly refreshing.
I would recommend this book to anyone, who is looking for a
different read, something to get your mind wandering, and to take a
step out of what you deem to be normal.
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HERE WE
ARE NOW
BY

KAS TU RI

AUTHOR: JASMINE WARGA
After wanting to purchase, ‘My Heart and other Black Holes’ by Jasmine Warga, multiple
times, but not finding a neat copy, I decided to buy her other book, ‘Here We Are Now’.
Before I get on with my review, let me just give you a short summary of the plot.
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Taliah was raised by a single mother for almost her entire teen life, and she
has always turned to music, trying to make up for all the downsides of life.
But when the famous rock star, Julian Oliver, shows up at her doorstep,
confirming her theory about him being her long lost dad, Taliah’s life
takes a whole new twist. Julian urges her to follow him to Indiana, to meet
his family and gravely ill father and after much contemplation, Taliah
agrees and embarks on a road trip with her ‘dad’. Slowly, she discovers
the truth about her mother’s lies and her father’s life, while trying her
hardest to find a place for herself in a completely new family.

Now I’m not sure if the blurb makes you want to bolt to a bookstore
and grab a copy off the shelves and dive right in, but at first, it seemed
like a pretty good deal to me. I was especially attracted to how the book
seemed to depict the relationship between an estranged father and
his daughter. However, the book was a total let-down. I slipped into a
reading slump soon after starting it and had to force myself through it,
and I’ll tell you why.

There was so much going on in the book, and Warga decided to
cramp it all into a mere 304 pages, shutting down all other potential
developments as the story progressed. The plot had plenty of values
and story bits that could have been used to develop the storyline a lot
more. For example, the relationship between Julian and his dying father
was portrayed to be tense and awkward. But in the end, his mother
revealed that his father was in fact very proud of him, and of his music.
Unfortunately, Julian lived his life beating himself up thinking that he was
a huge disappointment to his dad and only faced the truth at his father’s
death bed. On the other hand, we were able to enjoy a progressive bond
between Taliah and Julian. The two characters were obviously hesitant at
first, considering how they were being thrown into unchartered territory.
Taliah, coming to terms with the fact that her father was a world famous

star, and Julian, being reunited with his daughter that he had never
met. But, that never stopped the two from igniting the beautiful fatherdaughter bond that they finally shared.

On to the next thing, I felt it was such a shame that Warga did not
bring out the wonderful potential in her characters. There were many
times where they could have been portrayed as strong and diligent,
instead she chose to bring out the negative side in them, and I felt
this way particularly for Taliah’s mother, Dr Lena Abdallat. She was
a single mum, raising a teen daughter, while balancing her career as
a successful art professor; but, we failed to see much of that in the
story. While Warga had created a pretty good image of Julian Oliver in
our minds, she failed to do the same with Lena. While the back story
took off to a great start, showing us the bold and brave Lena, and her
progressive relationship with Julian, the end however was abrupt and
Lena’s character was not as strong as it could have been.

Sadly, we see the same happening with Harlow, Taliah’s best friend.
At the beginning of the book, Harlow is portrayed as a sceptical yet
trustworthy friend, but as the story progresses she is seen turning
into a different person, one who breaks her promises, and ditches her
best friend to hang out with her girlfriend. Personally, I thought Harlow
was the only sensible person in this book, she was suspicious of Julian
and was not in favour of Taliah jumping into a stranger’s car, especially
without her mother knowing. I changed my mind soon after Harlow
decided to just abandon her friend, even when Taliah had clearly stated
that she needed her.

In conclusion, the book in its entirety did not keep up with my
expectations, but I’ll go out on a limb here and say that if you haven’t
read it, perhaps you should. Mainly because one man’s meat is another
man’s poison, and maybe you might find it to be as heartfelt and warm
as described by others. I do however believe that Warga could have
created something big with this one, but somehow missed a beat.
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Salt to the Sea
T HE F UT I L I T Y O F WA R I N

B Y

R A J E S H WA R I

The Carnegie medal
winning author Ruta
Sepetys’ novel ‘Salt
to the Sea’ quaintly
emphasizes on the
futility of war and
therein the great loss of
lives in the World War
II, that have, thereon,
scarred hundreds of
thousands of families.
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The story is told from the viewpoint of four
young individuals namely Florian, Joana, Emilia
and Alfred. Consequently, these four different
people also showcase four different emotions,
situations, nationalities, mentality but they have
one thing in common—suffering.
Joana is a pretty Lithuanian nurse who leads a small group of refugees towards the
harbour where they presume they will find freedom. She tries to use her medical
knowledge to save and protect as many people as possible, but finds herself in a blue
funk when she realises that Death has beheaded so many that even some divine power
would fail to resurrect them. Florian is a Prussian who has dark secrets and is carrying
something invaluable for revenge. Soon, on his journey, he meets this small Polish girl
Emilia, who they later discover to be pregnant. Emilia reminded Florian of his sister and
subconsciously promised himself that he would protect her. Then they accidentally meet
a small group of refugees in a hidden barn, who later find themselves deeply connected
to Florian and Emilia. Here, we’re also introduced to the love letters of a young Nazi
named Alfred, only to discover that he is actually an acne-ridden deck swabber who
spends his hours shirking in a supply closet.

Sepetys portrays the grim and grotesque scenes of
war through the eyes of these four protagonists.
Each with their own secrets the galling

the torpedoes of a Soviet submarine in

histories that haunt anyone who

January 1945. Of the estimated 10,500

have lived through war, flight, and

people, more than 9,000 perished

deprivation. Similar to her debut novel

in the ruthless icy water. It would be

‘Between Shades of Gray’, Sepetys

near blasphemous to use suffering

weaves an enthralling tale for these

on this scale as a backdrop to provide

survivors trapped in the interstices of

the virtue of suspense, if it weren’t

history: neither German nor Soviet,

for Sepetys’s staunch commitment to

trying to escape from a no-man’s

preserving and honouring the memory

land, neither Axis nor Allied, in a war

of the forgotten, the drowned.

already lost but not yet won.
Certain harrowing scenes from the
The novel is fast paced as this group

book such as- a mother desperate

evades the vengeful brutalities of the

to get her baby off the sinking ship

encroaching Red Army.

hurls her infant down to a sailor
and misses; the corpses of children

Looming above the personal

in life jacket floating upside down

struggles of these young refugees is

because of the disproportionate

a devastating tragedy- the gigantic

size of their heads reminds us that

ship onto which they flee called the

no war is good and that it is but an

Wilhelm Gustloff, which was sunk by

excruciating calamity.

“Heroism at command, how violently I hate all
this, how despicable and ignoble war is; I would
rather be torn to shreds than be a part of so base
an action. It is my conviction that killing under the
cloak of war is nothing but an act of murder.”
- Albert Einstein
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SAFE SPACES

A VOICE FOR THE SILENCED? OR A STIFLE TO FREE SPEECH?
BY RABEEA SUMMER

A letter written to incoming students by the University of Chicago Dean
of Students John ‘Jay’ Ellison sparked a mix of emotions:

“You will find that we expect members of our community to be engaged in
rigorous debate, discussion, and even disagreement. At times this may challenge
you and even cause discomfort. Our commitment to academic freedom means
that we do not support so-called ‘trigger warnings,’ we do not cancel invited
speakers because their topics might prove controversial, and we do not condone
the creation of intellectual ‘safe spaces’ where individuals can retreat from ideas
and perspectives at odds with their own.”
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While some praised Ellison’s stance against students who take quick offense, others
pointed out his ignorance to current issues like sexism and racism.
‘Safe spaces’ are found across many US Universities and workplaces, like Nokia, to
allow an open conversation and provide inclusiveness without having to face the
discrimination, hostility, criticism, or harassment. They are motivated by the separatist
movements commonly found in politics and ongoing social movements. Minorities are
using this haven to share their experiences with others and offer a place of support
for each other, without having to deal with the offense. However, the term has made a
dramatic shift over the past few years as critics now describe it as a stifle to free speech.

A VOICE FOR THE SILENCED
‘Safe Spaces’ are known to allow minorities to speak their minds and experience as a
way to heal. At UCLA, Bruin Consent Coalition (BCC) practices safe spaces for sexual
assault survivors. Participants are allowed the time to gather their thoughts, share, and
rehabilitate from their experiences. A ‘trigger warning’ is present before the start of the
gathering to notify a listener that there will be sensitive information in the conversation.
Members of the BCC mentioned that members who participate in ‘safe space’ don’t fall
into group-think or carry a similar opinion on a subject. The reason as to why hostilities
do not arise is due to the set ground-rules, which allow the respectful consensus for the
speakers.

STIFLE TO FREE SPEECH
While people faced with racism, discrimination, sexism, and harassment are given the
floor at safe spaces, some argue that it is a violation of the first amendment and gives a
rationale for further hostilities.
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At the University of Missouri, professor Melissa Click was charged with third-degree
assault for physically preventing Tim Tai, a student journalist, from reporting the
protesting of racist incidents on campus. Click’s motive was to enforce the ‘safe space’
named ‘Concerned Students 1950’ and to protect the identity of the students. Whether
or not the professor upheld the guidelines of ‘safe spaces’ many grew against the
creation of the society.
Additionally found in many cases, University guest speakers were barred from campus
led by the concept of ‘no-platforming’. Including equal rights activist, Peter Tatchell and
Feminist, Germaine Greer.

As there is a rise in ‘safe spaces’ there is also a shift in direction and rise of critics
against the movement. Educators and community leaders are then given the
opportunity to either support the creation of the campaign or deal with the potential
invasion of law.
Should students be given the comfort of tolerability or have to face the inevitable
discourse which ‘safe spaces’ abstain from? The Joint Committee of Human Rights said
that while students had the right to protest, events arranged by students who held
an unpopular opinion should not be interfered with. But does the unpopular opinion
include hate speeches? How can we evaluate the difference between the soft social
constructs of safe spaces and invasion law?

Does your University have ‘safe spaces’? Are you a participant of a
‘safe space’ or a critic? Share your thoughts with the writer at
rabeea.summer@gmail.com.
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Loving V. Virginia
BY

NO REEN

In the last few years the world-wide right-wing politics is again getting more and more
supporters. This makes me think a lot about how not even a hundred years have passed
since Europe became free from the Nazi-regime –are people forgetting what happened?
Separation of people because of their religion, and sometimes race, is still an ongoing
issue. We should remind ourselves that people have fought with everything to overcome
racial and religious discrimination to make things easier for coming generations. Are we
falling back instead of moving forward?
Last year I came across a 50 years old case about an interracial couple in the USA who
were not permitted to get married because of their different races and how they fought
for their right to marry.
Slavery begun in the US in the 1600's and even after the slaves were freed they were
seen as a separate part of society until the late sixties. Until then, there was a ban for
marriages between coloured and white people in the late sixties of the past century.
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Mildred and Richard Loving both lived in Virgina, USA, where at the time (almost 70
years ago) there were strict segregation laws. What made Richard Loving different was
that although he was a white man, he worked for a coloured man, most of his friends
were coloured and as a result he met his future wife in high-school, where they fell in
love.
Mildred became pregnant when she was 18 and after that the couple tried to get
married in 1958, but the Virginia Racial Integrity Act of 1924, which ruled interracial
marriage a crime, stood in their way. So, they got married in the District of Columbia and
returned to their home in Virgina.
Someone then informed the police about them living together, so their home was
raided very early on the morning of 11th July in 1958. Mildred showed the police officers
their marriage certificate, but they were told that it was not valid.
Therefore, the Lovings were charged for committing a crime for simply being an
interracial couple who got married.
The Lovings were found guilty and were punished to a year in jail. The trial judge was
convinced to drop the jail sentence if the couple were to leave Virgina and not return to
their home for 25 years. They had to move to Washington, but both were unable to visit
their families.
Mildred then decided to fight for their right to be married and to be able to go home.
She was inspired by the civil rights movement in the sixties and wrote to Attorney
General Robert F. Kennedy to help them. He referred them to the American Civil
Liberties Union (ACLU) which supported them to appeal the decision to the Supreme
Court, where Richard Loving told his lawyer to tell the court ‘I love my wife, and it is just
unfair that I can’t live with her in Virginia.’
Finally, in 1967 the court ruled that state bans on interracial marriage was
unconstitutional. By that time the Lovings were fighting for nine years!
In 2017 the decision became 50 years old, a movie was also made in the loving memory
of Richard and Mildred Loving called ‘Loving’.
One of their granddaughters, Eugenia Cosby, says they taught the world: ”If it’s genuine
love, colour doesn’t matter.”
Only 50 years have passed since that decision and we see politics paving the way for
segregation once again.
Use your voice to be a proactive part of society – too many died for their right to vote,
use that freedom.
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FEMINISM
BY SANA BASHIR

“This isn’t just, ‘girls are better than boys,
boys are better than girls.’ This is just,
‘everyone deserves a fair chance’”
~ Emma Watson
***
Hearing the word ‘Feminism’, most people mistake it to mean that women should
be greater/more powerful than men, but that’s just a common misinterpretation.
The actual definition means that both women and men should have equal rights
on domestic, social, professional and economic fronts, and that neither should
ever feel lesser than the other.
This does not just mean that women should have equal voting rights and men
should help in the household. A world with equality would be one where women
get paid the same as men for similar jobs, where men are not forced to hide
their emotions because ‘boys can’t cry’, where there is no bigoted and prejudiced
definition of what is ‘masculine’ and what is ‘feminine’ and people can do, say
and wear whatever they want without the on looking frowns of others.
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It’s normal to question how this kind of equality can be attained, and one must
start by breaking gender norms; stop associating ‘pink’ with girls and ‘fighting’
with boys, because it is not true. It’s important to stop passing judgments
and whisper about people, grouping ones’ actions and manners according to
genders.
In today’s advancing world, it is a shame that because of the narrow-minded
people prevalent in the society, others have to suffer and do what society
demands of them, even if it’s against their own principles and makes them
miserable.
It is true, that we are far from such an ideal world, where people can do as they
please and nothing is taboo for a gender, but with each advancing day, we can all
take a step to achieve equality and make it easier for people to live the way they
want.

“You are not going to get rid of me until I
get to see an equal number of female prime
ministers and presidents and CEOs, and more
men that feel like it's okay to express how
they really feel about things. And more fathers
that are present in their children's lives. And
until I see us all not policing and oppressing
each other and not ostracizing each other. And
when I live in a world where there isn't
a narrowly-defined definition of masculinity
and femininity. I'm just not gonna go."
~ Emma Watson
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WORDS TO HEAL:
EPISODE FOUR
BY RIMSHA JAIRAJPURI

"NOBODY CAN SAVE YOU BUT YOURSELF -- AND YOU
ARE WORTH SAVING. IT'S A WAR NOT EASILY WON BUT
IF ANYTHING IS WORTH WINNING - THIS IS IT”
- Charles Bukowski
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I happen to believe that we are in a boat sailing towards something
unknown. We are not aware as to where we are headed or what
befalls before it. We are sailing because we have to. We are not
aware of the pending obstacles or if we will survive them.
We fought, we struggled, we survived and we made things right.
We did not measure the weight of our problems, nor did we compare
them to others. All we did was focus and fought back hard to return.
There is no greater pleasure than winning a battle which we were
prepared to lose.
There will come a time when you will look around and see many
around you. You will feel like the most isolated person on earth. You
will think that you were there to help them when they were suffering,
but no one's there for you when you need it.
But you had yourself before you had anyone to depend on. You are
the one that you must rely upon,
Because you have the strength to survive. You have yourself.
Have a little courage and little more strength to break free from
what is holding you back by fighting to survive because it's worth it.
Because you are worth saving.
Because you are precious.
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Prague
BY TEHREEM

Prague, a city well known for its beautiful architecture, is an ideal
location for a short getaway. From Romanesque chapels to Baroque
palaces and gardens, its beauty remains unmatched across the world.
Despite having such distinctive and intricate designs, you don’t need to
be an expert on individual artistic styles to appreciate the true diversity
and beauty Prague has to offer. After visiting Prague myself, back in
April, I can say with full confidence, that pictures don’t do this regal city
any justice, and that if my phone camera can make the city look this
good (as you’ll see in this article), what must it really be like in person?
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OL D T OW N SQ U AR E – TAR É MĚ STO
Located in central Bohemia overlooking the Vltava River, this, and the
entire Old Town, was easily the highlight of my trip. To truly capture the
essence of what a city like Prague has to offer, a walk (or many, if you’re
anything like me) is essential. With its magnificent architecture and
admirable history, it’s no wonder that it is the 6th most visited city in all of
Europe. Having seen its own fair share of both catastrophic and wonderful
events, it has also been included in UNESCO’s World Heritage Sites.
With many churches and palaces lining the streets, you get a feel of the
amazing amount of work that has gone into the detailing of each individual
building’s unique design. A day basking in its preserved glory should most
definitely be on any tourist’s itinerary. It has been dubbed as the “beating
heart of Prague” by visitors and rightfully so, because regardless of
whether it’s day or night, there’s always something you can do.

N EW T OWN – NO V É M Ě STO
Being the youngest of all the towns found in Prague, you definitely
get a more modern feel here, whilst still being amongst the gorgeous
Gothic and Baroque churches. The divide between the two towns is truly
distinctive, with there being more recent sights for you to visit here, such
as the Dancing House or the State Opera. However, what I found the most
interesting about this town was that despite being in Czech Republic, it
technically falls under the time zone of Bratislava, the capital of Slovakia,
as it is closer to Bratislava than it is to Prague but only ever so slightly. I
opted for my hotel to be in this area as it made travelling to the other four
towns in Prague much easier.
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THE AS TRONOMICAL
CLOCK
Prague’s most famous landmark is
said to be the Astronomical Clock that
stands tall outside Old Town Hall;
the intricacy of this clock remains
unrivalled, boasting three main
components. Many legends, regardless
of whether they are fact or fiction,
are infamous throughout Prague,
and are associated with this sight, the
most popular being the Legend of the
Skeleton. It is believed by the townsfolk
that once the Old Town Astronomical
Clock stops working for a long time,
the Czech nation will suffer great
misfortune and adversity. The skeleton
that can be seen on this clock is
supposedly confirming this by nodding
every hour, on the hour and based on
this legend, the only hope would be
represented by a boy born on New
Year’s night. Once the astronomical
clock sets in motion again, the boy is
supposed to run out of the Týn Church
across the whole square to the town
hall, which is not a short distance at
all, before the last strike of the clock, in
order to save his nation from further
calamities. The clock tower is currently
undergoing repairs, which will end in
2020.
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PRAGUE CASTLE
The city also holds the record of having the largest
ancient castle in the world, and boasts being one
of the most-visited tourist attraction in Prague.
This medieval castle dates back to the 9th century,
where it once served as the seat of Czech princes
and kings, however due to the recent Velvet
Divorce, between Czech Republic and Slovakia, it is
now the official residence of the President of Czech
Republic. Whether it be because of the beauty and
the detailing of the architecture or the vast amount
of Czech land that falls in it, it is believed that the
possession of this castle is one of the demands
Adolf Hitler made when seizing the country back in
1939.

THE VLTAVA – CHARLES BRIDGE
Running along the Bohemian Forest, it is like a
mini border dividing the Old Town and the New
Town from the Lesser Town. Marking the centre
of the city and this river is the infamous Charles
Bridge, from where you have a panoramic view of
the city. Both walking over the bridge and going
on a mini cruise underneath it, are absolutely key
for any tourist who visits Prague. Lining the bridge,
you’ll find various different stalls with precious
handmade souvenirs that are truly unique to
Prague. There are multiple cruises you can take to
explore the city, but my personal favourite has to
be the ‘Venice in Prague’ one. As well as being able
to sail across the main river, you’re also able to go
through the smaller canals to get a true feel of the
Old Town.
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Lastly (and what you’re all probably waiting for...) the
food! Any country I visit, I make sure to try out all the
street food I can; it’s one of the ways I believe I can get
the true authentic feel of the country, and Prague was
no exception. Throughout the city, you can find various
stands, stalls, and vendors selling delicious Czech foods
such as potatoes, fried cheese, and pastries.

MY TOP THREE FOODS WOULD
BE TRDELNÍKS, PALAČINKYS
AND POTATOES ON A STICK.
i. Trdelníks are pastries made from rolled dough, which
is baked on an open flame, and then topped with sugar,
cinnamon, and nuts. Although these originated from
Transylvania, the Czech were quick to adopt this delicacy.
You’ll find stands selling these at every corner in Old
Town Square. However, a word of warning: they are
incredibly messy to eat, but worth every single bite, trust
me.
ii. Palačinky come at the top of any visitor’s street food
list. These thin Czech pancakes are adapted from French
crepes, but are prepared in a completely unique way.
This treat can be adapted to suit any taste buds as it is
made with both sweet and savoury fillings. You can easily
find these in the cafes around the city, but if you want the
true experience, then visit around Christmas and Easter
time so you can get it from the food cart in the respective
markets is definitely what I’d recommend.
iii. Potatoes on a stick are essentially that; they have no
fancy Czech name, but that doesn’t make them any less
of a treat. A spiralled potato on a skewer that is fried until
it’s golden is a delight for any carbs lover, like myself.
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Prague is truly a city one has to experience themselves in order to fully
be in awe of its potential and allure. Another plus is that if you don’t
book too last minute, the trip can be affordable and won’t cost you a
pretty penny. This city has easily made its way onto my top 10 list, due
to the amount of history and culture you can find there. The stunning
architecture is just another advantage.

Safe Travels,

Tehreem xxx
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Brighton
Hello! Whether it’s a family holiday, a short city break or a tour around a few countries, it
is not always easy planning a trip beforehand or whilst you’re there. So, to save you some
time, I have put together an itinerary table that will allow you to manage your time effectively
and get the best out of your trip. In the 12th of Unread’s travel series, Brighton, (England) is
checkpoint number 10.
During my final year of college, I visited Brighton for my final Art & Design project. Brighton
is a famous seaside resort that is located in the county of East Sussex, also known as, South
Coast of England.
D AY O N E

D AY T W O

Brighton Beach,
Brighton Palace Pier
& Brighton Marina

Royal Pavilion,
Pavilion Gardens & Brighton
Museum & Art Gallery

MORNING

AFTERNOON

Brighton
Seafront
& West Pier

SEA LIFE Brighton,
Volk’s Electric Railway
& Old Steine

The Lanes

Brighton Wheel
& British Airways
i360

EVENING

N OT E S

Visit https://www.visitbrighton.com/ to get additional details about sightseeing, events, travel deals, tickets
and tours.
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Brighton is a magnificent destination – believe it
or not, it is rich in art, architecture, and history. I
love the city as a whole because there's actually a
lot to see and do. The Seafront and the Brighton
Pier coupled with the hot sun, cool sea and fish
and chips, make Brighton the perfect Summer’s
day destination. The West Pier, also known as a
ruin, is so captivating because of its structural
elements and also because of its deformation
after it collapsed and a part of it caught fire. The
ruin now looks like a piece of art, a permanent
installation that is full of history and has many
stories to tell.
Minutes away from the hustle and bustle of
the sea is The Royal Pavilion that leaves you
astonished and feeling like you're in another
country. The beautifully-sculpted domes and
the intricate details on the building can been
seen from far, and I must add that looking at
the picturesque scene at night is just a whole
different experience. I plan to head back to
Brighton and visit The Pavilion to see what the
inside has to offer.
The Brighton Museum & Art Gallery was a great
spot too, so if you make a trip down make sure
to check it out. Oh, and The Lanes – you NEED to
add this to your list too as they are best known
for their narrow alleyways and small, cute shops
(we all love those!).
The best way to get a better insight of the city
overall is by hopping on Brighton Wheel or the
British Airways i360!
Considering Brighton as your next destination?
Get your phone out and either: A. Take a photo of
the itinerary if you're viewing this from a desktop
or B. Screenshot, if you're viewing this from a
handheld device.
T R AV E L , E X P L O R E & E N J OY !

Happy Holiday! Your travel guide,

Momina
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escaping from the reality
BY

ELIF

There are people who are starving
There are people who are being killed for no reason
There are women who are raped
There is war
There is inequality
The climate is changing
We can’t pretend that we don’t hear it
because we hear it
We can’t pretend that we don’t see it
because we see it
We can’t pretend that we don’t feel it
because we feel it
We can’t pretend that we can’t do anything to
change it
because we can change it
We can’t escape the reality
at a time when reality needs us so much
We can’t.
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A nightly walk
Full of stars
And thoughts
Too distant
Too deep
Empty, them both
Clouded, them both
A broken melody
Of winter’s eve
A muted symphony
Of a heart’s beat
A tragic tale
Of departed love
An ode to broken
Lyre of wind
To dreams, abandoned
To souls bereaved
The ones who lost
Among the stars

Aisha Qamar
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Get Involved
Calling all writers, photographers, poets, story tellers, chefs,
deep thinkers and travellers - #UnreadMagazine is the
perfect platform for you to express yourself, embrace your
talent and make your voice heard.
Not only will your work be published, but you will be
boosting your skills and adding to your experience.
Perfect eh?
Whether you’re an aspiring journalist, a part-time writer, a
student with a dream or someone who is passionate about
raising awareness of a certain movement, Unread welcomes
you!
Interested? Get in touch now!
Send a short bio about yourself to
unreadmagazine@gmail.com
Please mention:
- Your interests
- Your background (occupation/field of study)
- What could you bring to the magazine?

Thank You

unreadmag.com
unreadmagazine@gmail.com
@unreadmag
@unreadmag
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